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PREFACE

The major portion of this technical memorandum constituted a the-

sis submitted to the faculty of the University of Miami in partial ful-

fillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science.
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OBSERVATIONS OF TEMPERATURE, CURRENT, AND WIND VARIATIONS OFF THE
CENTRAL EASTERN COAST OF FLORIDA DURING 1970 AND 1971. (JUNE, 1979)

THOMAS D. LEMING*

ABSTRACT

Results of an approximately monthly series of XBT transects during
1971 near Cape Canaveral revealed a pronounced seasonal difference in
thermal structure over the continental shelf. Temperature sections were
averaged to portray four major seasonal conditions: winter-spring, sum-
mer, fall, and winter. The coastal waters were strongly vertically
stratified during summer and nearly isothermal in winter. Typical hori-
zontal temperature gradients at 1OO.m depth averaged 7.5C*/8 km and 1.0
C'/8 km for summer and winter, respectively. This was interpreted as
due to increased strength and onshore movement of the Florida Current
during the summer months, which was accompanied by intrusion of cold
(<18'C) water along the bottom onto the shelf. Following offshore re-
treat of the Florida Current, cold water lenses 80 km long, 10 km wide,
6nd 5 m thick remained over the bottom in the mid-shelf zone (20 to 40-m
depth).

Long term measurements of surf temperature, bottom temperatures at
20 m, and wind stress revealed fluctuations over a wide band of time
scales from 2 to 23 days and longer. All temperature records during
summer contained negative temperature anomalies which were associated
with upwelling favorable wind stress. Spectrum analyses for two season-
ally different (winter/summer), overlapping records (approximately 41-,,
months long) of bottom temperature, surf temperature, and wind stress
showed that temperature was significantly coherent with the alongshore
wind stress for both seasons at a period of 11.5 days. Fluctuations at
that period were interpreted as continental shelf waves. During winter,
temperature was also found to be significantly coherent with the wind
stress at 3 to 4-day and 5 to 6-day periods. The summer temperatures
were coherent with the stress near the 3-day period. Phase relations
between temperature and wind stress were highly frequency dependent for
both seasons; however, in the 3 to 4-day period band and at the 11.5-
day period, the phase between temperature and the alongshore wind stress
was consistent with that expected from upwelling due to wind-driven
Ekman divergence at the coastal boundary.

Short term (one month) measurements of wind stress, bottom (20 m)
currents, and temperatures during June to July 1970 revealed an oscilla-
tory northwestward - southeastward flow with periodicities of 3 to 10
days, consistent with bottom Ekman cross-shelf flow driven by alongshore
interior flow. Typical onshore-offshore and alongshore velocities were
3 to 4 cm/sec and 6 to 7 cm/sec, respectively. Onshore flow was gen-
erally associated with decreasi'ng temperature and upwelling favorable
wind stress. An apparent upwelling "event" during late July 1971 was
evident in four bottom-mounted thermograph records as well as the surf
temperature. From the horizontal sea-surface temperature field, the
surface temperature depression was confined to a narrow coastal zone
north of Cape Canaveral. The width of the apparent upwelling zone (--
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17 km) was approximately the estimated local Rossby deformation radius.
A vorticity analysis suggested that the apparent asymmetry of the up-
welling could be induced by the change in vorticity along a streamline
in flow (both northward and southward) around Cape Canaveral.

A 50-hour current and temperature profiling anchor station was
maintained near the shelfbreak (102-m depth) off Cape Canaveral during
late July 1971. Mean velocity profiles showed that the flow was nearly
aligned with the local bathymetry. The mean alongshore velocity had a
subsurface maximum of 184 cm/sec at a depth of 20 m, near the top of the
thermocline in the mean temperature profile. The perturbation velocity
fields suggested that: 1) The onshore-offshore flow was nearly depth-
independent and fluctuated with an apparent half-period of at least 36
to 40 hours; 2) The alongshore flow contained both the 36 to 40 hour
fluctuation and an apparently longer time scale of half-period at least
48 to 50 hours; 3) Both components exhibited near-inertial motion in the
upper 30 to 50 m. The perturbation temperature field was consistent
with onshore-offshore advection of the horizontal temperature gradient
associated with the Florida Current and geostrophic adjustment to the
alongshore flow variations. Estimates of the gradient Richardson Number
suggested that the flow was unstable in the strongly sheared upper mixed
layer (15 m). Maximum values of Ri occurred in the middle of the water
column (20 to 70 m) and in the bottom 10 m when the alongshore flow was
at a minimum in those zones.

An empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of the velocity
data revealed that the first EOF's accounted for about 87% of the vari-
ance in u and 61% in v. The second EOF for v accounted for 29% of the
variance and had a temporal variation similar to the first EOF for.u
which indicated an apparent 3 to 4-day period. The vertical structure
of these two EOF's was consistent with that predicted by Wang and Mooers
(1976) for the first mode topographic Rossby wave for intermediate
stratification. The expected upwelling over the shelfbreak during
onshore flow was strongly suggested by the upward bowing of isotherms
in an XBT section made just prior to the anchor station.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

The occurrence of anomalously low sea-surface temperatures during

the summer months along the central and northern east coast of Florida

was first reported by Green (1944), and then confirmed by Wagner (1957).

Taylor and Stewart (1959) analyzed coastal water temperature records

f'rom U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide stations. They found that the

summer occurrences of low water temperatures were associated with re-

duced sea level and upwelling favorable winds. The greatest temperature

anomalies (6 C*) appeared between Daytona Beach and Canova Beach. The

anomalies never occurred at stations north of Fernandina Beach and only

rarely south of Canova Beach (Fig. 1.1).

Stone and Azarovitz (1968) also reported unusually low surface water

temperatures during the summer. Utilizing surface temperature data from

U.S. Coast Guard Airborne Radiation Thermometer (ART) flights, the au-

thors discovered an unusually cold patch of surface water off St. Lucie

Inlet (Fig. 1.1) on 20 June 1968. The temperature depression, compared

to the same data from the previous year, was about 7 C*. The authors

speculated that the anomaly resulted from upwelling favorable winds pro-

duced by tropical storms "Abby" and "Brenda" as they crossed the southern

portion of Florida during the first three weeks of June, 1968.

1.1 Florida Current Effects

The possible effects of Florida Current meanders and eddies on the

shelf circulation near Cape Canaveral were largely ignored in these pre-

vious studies. Bumpus (1964) conducted hydrographic studies in the area

during March and April, and August 1962. Vertical sections of tempera-

1
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ture and salinity were made on several transects normal to the coast.

Results indicated that the coastal waters were relatively well-mixed,

both horizontally and vertically, in temperature and salinity during the

winter to spring season. The August sections showed, however, an intense

vertical stratification over the shelf which was primarily temperature

dependent. These results are very similar to the horizontal and verti-

cal temperature and salinity distributions found over the continental

shelf off Onslow Bay, North Carolina (Fig. 1.1) by several investigators

(Bumpus, 1955; Bumpus and Pierce, 1955; Webster, 1961; Blanton, 1971;

Stefa'nsonn, Atkinson and Bumpus, 1971). These authors proposed that the

circulation and hydrographic properties over the shelf off Onslow Bay may

be dominated, especially during summer, by horizontal variations in the

axial position of the Gulf Stream. Webster (1961) stated that Gulf

Stream meanders off Onslow Bay with horizontal amplitudes of 10 km were

apparently related to the onshore component of the wind stress.

The meandering of the Gulf Stream and Florida Current has been the

subject of many recent studies. Mysak and Hamon (1969) found southward

propagating sea level disturbances along the North Carolina coast which

they believed to be barotropic continental shelf waves forced by atmo-

spheric pressure fluctuations, with periods of 3 to 10 days. Mooers and

Brooks (1977) examined sea level and thermistor string temperature data

between Miami and Bimini. They found that, for fluctuation time scales

of several days to monthly, the ocean fields were strongly coupled to the

local wind stress. Brooks and Mooers (1977a) developed a model for the

propagation of barotropic continental shelf waves (CSW) in a horizontally

sheared barotropic current. Results indicated that southward propagating

CSW's occur with periods of 10 to 14 days, wavelengths of 180 to 200 km,
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and a phase speed of about 17 cm/sec for the first mode. Brooks and

Mooers (1977b) examined annual records of sea level, oceanic temperature,

winds and atmospheric pressure in the Florida Straits. They found that

a significant fraction of the subinertial frequency fluctuations of the

Florida Current occurred at periods of 7 to 10 days in winter and 12 to

14 days in summer. These fluctuations were strongly coupled to both

components of the local wind stress. The sea level array along the east

coast of Florida confirmed the existence of southward propagating distur-

bances with alongshore coherence scales of 300 to 400 km. Du"ing, Mooers

and Lee (1977) analyzed current meter records from the Miami Terrace

and found the predominant low frequency fluctuations of the Florida Cur-

rent to occur at time scales of 2 to 3, 4 to 5, and 8 to 25 days. Brooks

(1978) demonstrated that sea level fluctuations in Onslow Bay were

strongly coupled to atmospheric forcing in the 2.5 to 3.5 day and 10

day and greater period bands. The wavelength and southwestward propaga-

tion phase speed for the first mode, zero group speed shelf wave (2.5

to 3.5 day period) were about 420 km and 150 km/day, respectively. The

observed sea level phase lags in Onslow Bay (Brooks, 1978) and off Flor-

ida (Brooks and Mooers, 1977b) indicated that the CSW's travelled faster

than expected from the theory.

Interpretations of meanders are not based totally on continental

shelf wave theory. Orlanski (1969) considered the stability effects of

bottom topography on a two-layer jet. The model results indicated that

baroclinic instabilities may occur which differ markedly for simulated

conditions upstream and downstream from Cape Hatteras. The most unstable

disturbance upstream (south) of Cape Hatteras had a wavelength of about

220 km and a period of 10 pendulum days. Wavelength and period for the
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most unstable wave downstream of Cape Hatteras were 365 km and 37.4 pen-

dulum days, respectively. Orlanski and Cox (1973) expanded on the baro-

clinic instability theory with a three dimensional numerical model. In

agreement with the two-layer model, the current was found to be baro-

clinically unstable for typical Gulf Stream parameters. Typical wave-

lengths of 100 to 400 km were found. Niiler and Mysak (1971) developed

a model for the propagation of barotropic oscillations imbedded in an

intense, laterally-sheared, western boundary current. The most unstable

waves were found to propagate northward with wavelengths of about 150 km

and periods of about 10 days.

Small diameter, northward propagating, cyclonic edge eddies of the

Florida Current were found to occur in southeast Florida coastal waters

at intervals of I to 2 days (Lee, 1975). Typical eddy dimensions were

10 km in the east-west direction and 20 to 30 km north-south. Character-

istic northward translation speeds were about 25 cm/sec. Eddies appeared

to be associated with horizontal wave-like meanders of the Florida Cur-

rent with time scales ranging from 2 to 10 days (Lee and Mayer, 1977).

In addition, seasonal fluctuations occur in the Gulf Stream due to

changes in the large-scale North Atlantic circulation (Fuglister, 1951).

Schmitz and Richardson (1969) found that the seasonal transport fluctua-

tions were as much as 1/3 the mean transport. Niiler and Richardson

(1973) found a pronounced seasonal variation with the maximum transport

occurring during June.

This review is not meant to be complete; however, significant varia-

tions in the Florida Current near Miami are very similar to those in the

South-Atlantic Bight area. Furthermore, these fluctuations were shown to
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have a controlling influence on the shelf circulation system off North

Carolina. It seems reasonable to assume that similar processes may oc-

cur over the Florida shelf near Cape Canaveral.

1.2 Data Acquisition and Rationale

The data presented in this thesis are from a program initiated in

1970 by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA). The purpose of

the study was to investigate the life history and biology of the calico

scallop (Argopecten gibbus), a species discovered to be commercially

abundant in the coastal waters off Cape Canaveral, Florida. One program

goal was to relate changes of environmental variables (primarily temper-

ature and currents) to calico scallop spawning, growth, and mortality.

The data acquisition effort was designed as a habitat (i.e., the bottom)

monitoring project and not as an investigation of physical oceanographic

processes. Thus, most of the long term measurements of temperature and

currents were from bottom-mounted instruments.

The study area and data acquisition sites are shown in Figure 1.2.

The shelf width ranges from about 20 km off Ft. Pierce Inlet to about

75 km near Daytona Beach. The shelfbreak (edge) is at a depth of about

100 m. Following is a description of each data unit. A time line for

each data unit is presented in Table 1.1.

I. Horizontal and Vertical Temperature

A series of approximately monthly expendable bathythermograph (XBT)

transects were made over one year during 1971. Five standard transects

were established (Transects 1 to 5, Fig. 1.2) beginning inshore at about

the 20 m isobath and extending offshore to the 300 m isobath. Typical

horizontal station spacing was about 5 km and 15 km in the offshore and
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TABLE 1.1. Data acquisition logistics including time line for each data unit used

WATER INSTRUM. INSTRUMENT 1970 T 1971

DATA TYPE LOCATION DEPTH DEPTH MANUF./TYPE COMMENTS M A M J J A S 0 N D F M A M J J A S 0 N 0 J

XBT SEE FIG. I.Z 15-300M CONTINUOUS SIPPICAN/T-4 FOR TRANSECTS RUN
SEE TABLE 1.2

BOTTOM
BYI- 28 0 48 5'N BRAINCON/531 RECORD GAPS DUE

TEMPERATURE 80 0 36'.6'W 19M 18M TO INSTRUMENT
AND MALFUNCTION

BOTTOM 280 49 6-N
22M 21M

CURRENT BY2-1 80* 29*2'W

CMI:
28' 28-N CURRENT METER FLOODED
80 0 21'W

20M 19M

CM[2:
28' 29-N CURRENT METER TIMER
80' 06-W 62M 61M MALFUNCTION

BOTTOM 28') 49.6-N CURRENT METER
CURRENT BY2: 80 0 29.2'W 22" 21M GEODYNE/102-0 HEAVI L Y FOULED

SURF SFT- 29' 10-W RECORDED DAILY 7:00 AM
TEMPERATURE 81 0 00'W BEACH SURFACE YBUCKET THERMOM.

IN WHOLE OF

WINDS USTR: 29' 11-N RECORDED EVERY 3 HOURS
DAYTONA 81 0 03'W YANEMOMETER

BEACH VSTR:
AIRPORT

TEMPERATURE T: 28) 31-N XBT RECORDER FAILURE

PROFILE 800 01-W 102M 0-102M SIPPICAN/T-4 AFTER 36 HOURS

(ANCHOR 90 MINUTE INTERVAL

STATION) VALUES INTERPOLATED
TO 5 14 INTERVALS

CURRENT (U. V): 280 31-N VALUES INTERPOLATED
PROFILE 80 0 011W

102M 0-100M AANDERANCURRENT
TO 5M INTERVALS

(ANCHOR METER 50 HR. RECORD
STATION) 90 MINUTE INTERVAL

WATER INSTRUM. I INSTRUMENT j
DATA TYPE LOCATION DEPTH DEPTH MANUF./TYPE COMMENTS

M A M J J

1970 1971

00
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alongshore directions respectively. Two supplementary transects (2a and

3a) were occupied during the June and July cruises, respectively. Tran-

sect 2a was also occupied in January. Not all transects were success-

fully run every month because of foul weather, equipment failures and

vessel scheduling difficulties. The dates and transects actually oc-

cupied for each cruise are given in Table 1.2. All XBT lowerings were

calibrated by bucket thermometer and the traces adjusted accordingly.

2. Bottom Temperature and Current

Two biological buoy sites were established (BY1, BY2; Fig. 1.2) to

monitor scallop biology, water temperature and currents. Locations,

water depths, and record periods, are given in Table 1.1. Record gaps

are due either to instrument failure or loss.

Braincon model 531 recording thermographs, with a sampling interval

of 20 minutes, were mounted on biological study cages or tripods about

1 m above the bottom. Each instrument was calibrated in a temperature

bath before emplacement. All were found to be within the manufacturer's

specifications of ±0.3'C accuracy and a thermal response of 10 minutes

to 95% of full value. The timing mechanism was an Accutron clock with

estimated accuracy of ±2 seconds per day. Two additional buoys were

implanted (CM1, CM2; Fig. 1.2) during the June XBT cruise. Each site

contained a thermograph and a Geodyne model 102-0 film recording current

meter mounted in a tripod approximately 1 m from the bottom. The current

meter at CM1 was retrieved flooded, and the interval timer failed on the

current meter at CM2; therefore, the thermograph record lengths are

shown as CM1 and CM2 in Table 1.1. From 28 May to 1 July 1970 simulta-
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TABLE 1.2. Cruise number, date and transects covered for OXT surveys.
Transect numbers refer to those shown in Figure 1.2.

Cruise
Ship Number Date Transects

R/V BOWERS 7101

R/V BOWERS 7102

R/V BOWERS 7103

R/V BOWERS 7104

R/V VENTURE 7101

R/V VENTURE 7102

R/V BOWERS 7105

R/V BOWERS 7106

R/V VIRGINIA

25-27 Jan 71

11-12 Mar 71

15-17 Apr 71

20-21 May 71

28-29 Jun 71

24-26 Jul 71

30-31 Aug 71

02-03 Nov 71

2a 3, 4, 5

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

2a 3, 3a

2 3 (twice) , 3a, 4, 5

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

1, 2, 3, 4

KEY 7102 01-02 Dec 71 2, 3, 4, 5
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neous records of bottom temperature at BY1 and bottom current at BY2

were obtained (Table 1.1).

3. Surface Water Temperature

A full year (1971) of surf temperature data, measured daily at the

Sun Glow fishing pier, Daytona Beach, were acquired from the National

Climatic Center (NCC), Asheville, N.C. The approximate location is

shown in Figure 1.2 and the recordlength is given in Table 1.1.

4. Winds

Wind data from the Daytona Beach airport (Fig. 1.2) also were ac-

quired from the NCC. Wind speed and direction, recorded every 3 hours,

were keypunched and recorded on magnetic tape for further analysis. The

station location and record duration are given in Table 1.1.

5. Current and Temperature Profile

During the July XBT cruise, an anchor station was established near

the offshore end of Transect 3 (Fig. 1.2). A profiling current meter

system developed at the University of Miami (DUing and Johnson, 1972)

was used to measure the vertical distribution of horizontal current

speed and direction every 90 minutes over a 50-hour period. Expendable

bathythermograph measurements of the vertical temperature profile were

made simultaneously; however, the XBT recorder failed after 36 hours.

Water depth at the anchor station was 102 m.

During the 1971 summer cruises, repeated attempts were made to ob-

tain salinity concurrently with vertical temperature measurements. Two

different self-contained STD instruments were used and neither operated
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properly. Due to funding constraints, no further salinity measurements

were possible.

1.3 Thesis Objectives

The general objectives of this thesis address the following ques-

tions:

1. What are the mean vertical and horizontal thermal conditions in the

coastal waters near Cape Canaveral?

a. What are the seasonal variations?

b. To what extent does the Florida Current control the thermal

field over the shelf and when?

2. What are the predominant time scales present in bottom temperature

records?

a. Can these temperature variations be related to fluctuations of

the local wind stress and/or the Florida Current?

b. Do the temperature records indicate an apparent coastal up-

welling (cooling) during the summer?

c. What are the seasonal variations of predominant time scales of

the temperature records?

3. What is the mean vertical structure of temperature and horizontal

currents occurring near the shelfbreak off Cape Canaveral?

a. What are the short term temporal variations of these variables?

b. Can the thermal and velocity variations be logically related?

4. What is the general character of specific events in the temperature

record?
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a. Can large negative temperature anomalies during the summer be

explained by wind-driven coastal upwelling or other processes?

5. How well can these measurements be explained by existing theory and

previous observations?

6. What is the significance of the observations to the calico scallop

fishery?

7. What are some recommendations for future experiments in the area?

1.4 Organization

The data analyses in this thesis deal with numerous different data

types acquired at different locations and various times. Reasons for

the somewhat sporadic data set character were alluded to in Chapter 1.2.

Therefore, to avoid confusion, each chapter will introduce the particu-

lar data considered with a discussion of the data preparation and han-

dling. The thesis is divided into six chapters which are briefly sum-

marized below:

_h^pter 1. Introduction and Objectives.

Chapter 2. The results of approximately monthly XBT surveys during 1971

are presented. First, the horizontal and vertical mean thermal fields

are depicted as composite sections for four primary time periods: win-

ter - early spring, summer fall, and early winter. Specific tempera-

ture sections are then used to depict the temporal changes in thermal

structure throughout the year with emphasis on intrusions of offshore

water during the summer months.

Chapter 3. Bottom temperature, surf temperature, and wind stress for

two seasonally different, overlapping records are analyzed by standard
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time series techniques to determine the temporal fluctuation scales and

their relationships. Additional shorter time series are analyzed and

results presented in Appendix A.

Chapter 4 Results of a 50-hour current and temperature profiling an-

chor station (July 1971) at the shelfbreak are presented. Mean pro-

files, time-depth variations, and results of an empirical orthogonal

function analysis of the currents are discussed.

L^apter 5. Specific events (large, abrupt changes) in the bottom tem-

perature records, primarily during summer, are examined in more detail

combining results from the XBT surveys, wind stress measurements, and

one bottom current record (June, 1970) of short duration. An attempt

is made to generalize the character of these events in light of other

observational and theoretical work.

^tApjer 6. The results of the research are summarized and conclusions

presented. The objectives stated in Chapter 1.3 are then addressed,

and recommendations are presented for future work. Results considered

significant to the calico scallop are discussed in Appendix B. Vertical

temperature sections for every XBT Transect are presented in Appendix C.



2. THE THERMAL FIELD

2.1 Mean Conditions

Since Transect 3 (Fig. 1.2) was the only XBT section occupied on

every cruise (Table 1.2), the temperatures from this transect were used

to develop composite temperature plots. The data for the individual

cruises were plotted, then grouped for those months for which the ther-

mal structure was most similar. T'he results from the January, March,

and April cruises were averaged to form a mean temperature section.

Similarly, a mean temperature section was constructed from XBT sections

for the May, June, July and August cruises. However, the thermal struc-

ture found in November was strikingly dissimilar to that of December;

therefore, those two sections were plotted individually. The results

are shown in Figures 2.1 to 2.4.

The mean section for January, March and April was representative of

temperature conditions for late winter and early spring (Fig. 2.1). The

inner shelf area was nearly isothermal at about 200C. The thermal field

over the outer shelf and slope was stratified with the isotherms sloping

nearly linearly downward in the offshore direction. This tilted thermal

structure was associated with the internal mass field of the Florida

Current. The bottom temperature decreased offshore from about 19.80C at

station 1 to 16.80C at station 7 near the shelfbreak (75 m depth). The

horizontal temperature gradient at 100 m between stations 8 and 10 was

AT
40C Except perhaps for the nearshore area (stations 1 and 2),Ax - 8 km*

the entire shelf thermal structure was influenced by the sloping iso-

therms associated with the Florida Current.

15
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Thermal conditions typical for the summer period are shown in Fig-

ure 2.2. In contrast to winter-spring, the entire shelf area was now

very strongly vertically stratified. The surface temperature over the

shelf was about 270C due to seasonal heating. The bottom temperatures

over the shelf were, however, colder (160-180C) than those found during

the winter-spring period (170-200C). The isotherms seaward of the

shelfbreak sloped downward much more strongly than those for the winter-

spring section (Fig. 2.1). The horizontal temperature gradient at 100 m

between stations 7 and 9 was LT :^ 7*50C
or about twice the value foundAx 8,km

for the winter-spring period. This indicates that the Florida Current

had moved closer to shore and/or increased in strength during the sum-

mer months. These results are consistent with the summer maximum in

Florida Current transport reported by Niiler and Richardson (1973).

Evidence for cold water intrusion onto the Miami Slope and Terrace dur-

ing summer was discussed by Lee and Mooers (1977).

The temperature structure found during November (Fig. 2.3) had

changed drastically from the summer conditions. The entire shelf shore-

ward of the 50 m isobath was essentially isothermal at 270C. The slope

of the isotherms was much weaker than expected for the thermal structure

of the Florida Current. The horizontal temperature gradient at 100 m

AT 20Cbetween stations 27 and 29 was = 8-T-, or half that found for winter-AX m

spring conditions. The total heat content over the shelf was much

greater than during the summer months. Apparently, the Florida Current

had shifted offshore.

The thermal field during December (Fig. 2.4) reflected a transition

from fall to winter conditions. Seasonal cooling and possibly intrusion
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of cooler northern water produced nearly vertically isothermal condi-

tions over the entire shelf. The temperature increased offshore at all

depths. This was the only time of the year when the bottom temperature

gradient over the shelf was positive in the offshore direction, with the

bottom temperature increasing from about 21.7'C at 20 m water depth to

24.50C at the shelfbreak. Isotherms sloped strongly downward below 140

m, indicating that the Florida Current had shifted closer to shore.

The horizontal temperature gradient at 100 m between stations 20 and 22

AT 10Cwas about ax = Tfm-, the smallest magnitude for any season.

2.2 Temporal and S2atial Variability

Results of the previous section indicate apparent anomalies existed

in the temperature field, primarily during the summer. To more closely

examine the time and space fluctuation of the vertical temperature

structure, the temperature fields at three stations from Transect 3

were contoured in the time-depth domain (Fig. 2.5). The stations la-

beled inner shelf, mid-shelf, and shelf-break are the first, fourth,

and seventh stations, respectively, along Transect 3 in Figure 1.2.

Note that the vertical scale of the shelfbreak station is one-half that

for the other two stations.

During winter, the shelf stations were isothermal and the shelf-

break slightly stratified until mid-March; the time of minimum tempera-

ture. The normal seasonal heating cycle was apparent at all stations.

In late March and early April at the offshore station, cold (180C) water

began to move onshore near the bottom. The onshore progression of this

cold water intrusion interrupted the seasonal heating and continued to

the inner shelf station in late July to early August. The offshore
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Figure 2.5. Time-depth temperature contours for inner shelf, mid-shelf
and shelfbreak stations along transect 3. The depth scale
for the shelfbreak station is one-half that for the inner
and mid-shelf stations. Asterisks indicate months with no
data.
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movement of the colder water was then rapid and essentially disappeared

from the shelf by late September. These effects may not be due entirely

to local onshore-offshore motion. Alongshore advection from the north

may also be important. The results suggest that cold, deep offshore

water had flooded the near-bottom layer over the shelf area during the

summer months. In fact, at all stations the lowest bottom temperatures

for the year were recorded between May and July. These results are

qualitatively identical to those found by Stefa'nsson, et al. (1971,

Figure 4A) off Onslow Bay. The authors proposed that the intrusion of

subsurface Caribbean Water onto the shelf was at least partly wind-

controlled by upwelling favorable northeastward winds during the summer.

The onshore movement of the cold water mass was accompanied by some

upward vertical mixing. However, even at the inner shelf station, the

temperature depression at the surface was small, less than 1' C This

station was located only about 7 km from the coast. Thus, if upwelling

to the surface occurred, it must have been confined to a very narrow

coastal band. The existence of a narrow band for coastal upwelling has

been predicted by theoretical considerations (e.g.; O'Brien and

Hurlburt, 1972; Allen, 1973) and confirmed experimentally (Smith, 1974).

This aspect is considered further in Chapter 5.2.

The intersection with the bottom of the 180C and 150C isotherms

(Figs. 2.6, 2.7) showed that the general onshore movement of cold water

during the summer was evident along the entire shelf. The 180C isotherm

along the bottom from November through March was generally found at or

offshore of the 30 fm (55 m) isobath (Fig. 2.6). In contrast, during

May to July, the same isotherm intersected the bottom near and inshore
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of the 10 fm (18 m) isobath. The cross-shelf excursion of the bottom

intersection of the 15*C contour (Fig. 2.7) was less than for 18'C, but

the onshore movement during the summer was evident. In fact, the 15'C

temperature was found inshore of the 30 fm (55 m) isobath only May to

August. It may be significant that the 30 fm (55 m) depth is considered

to be the maximum depth for the commercial calico scallop fishery and

150C may be lethal to the animal (G. Miller, personal communication).

2.3 Short Term Variation and Alongshore Extent of Summer Intrusions

Large fluctuations in the horizontal and vertical temperature

structure occurred on time scales much shorter than the monthly survey

intervals. During the July cruise, Transect 3 was run first from 2235

EDT on 23 July to 0250 EDT on 24 July, and again from 1107 to 1508 EDT

on 26 July, or about 61 hours later. The results are shown in Figures

2.8 and 2.9. During 23 to 24 July (Fig. 2.8), a pool of cold (<18*C)

water was left along the bottom as the 180C isotherm apparently re-

treated offshore. On the second pass on 26 July (Fig. 2.9), the 18'C

isotherm again moved in over the shelf from offshore and the inshore

position retreated somewhat, intersecting the bottom at about 25 m. The

much steeper slope of the isotherms offshore from the shelfbreak for the

26 July section suggests that the Florida Current intensified and moved

onshore from 23 and 24 July to 26 July. In addition, large vertical

movement of the isotherms occurred between stations 5 and 7 for the 23

to 24 July section and 53 to 55 for the 26 July section. For example,

when the Florida Current had apparently moved offshore, the 20*C iso-

therm at station 6 (Fig. 2.8) was about 10 m deep. After the onshore

excursion, it was 25 m deep at that location (Fig. 2.9). The pattern

of this change reflected the general trend of the downward sloping iso-
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therms in the offshore direction. That is, when the Florida Current

moved toward shore, the upper layers tended to increase in temperature

while colder water was introduced along the bottom. The upward bowing

of the isotherms over the shelfbreak for the onshore movement (Fig. 2.9)

indicates possible bottom-trapped upwelling.

During 23 to 24 July, after the apparent maximum shoreward extent

ol' the onshore motion, some indication of surface penetration by up-

welling was evident. The effect was limited to inshore of stations 7

and 8, a distance of about 18 km from the coast (Fig. 2.8). The indica-

i'lon again is that any coastal upwelling to the surface occurs in a very

narrow coastal band. The alongshore extent of the cold water intrusions

is indicated by the bottom temperature field during the July cruise

(Fig. 2.10). The data for Transect 3 on 23 to 24 July were used with

Transects 2a, 3a, 4 and 5 to construct this plot. The cold water pool

(<18'C) extended along the coast for a distance of about 80 km. This

suggests that the onshore-offshore movement occurred coherently over an

alongshore distance of at least that distance. The average onshore-

offshore width was about 10 km and the mean height above the bottom was

about 5 m. For these dimensions, the total volume was about 2 x 109 m3.

Large cut-off pools of cold water also have been observed off the North

Carolina coast by Blanton (1971), and Stefa'nsson, et al. (1971). These

authors reported that cold lenses over the mid-shelf area in Raleigh,

Onslow, and Long Bays were semi-permanent features during summer months.

However, this does not appear to be typical off Cape Canaveral. More

recent time series of temperature and currents in the coastal waters of

the South-Atlantic Bight (Atkinson 1977; Blanton and Pietrafessa, 1978)
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and over the shelf and slope off Miami (Lee and Mooers, 1977) suggest

that such lenses are periodic or intermittent rather than permanent fea-

tures.

Typical temperature sections for winter to early spring, summer,

fall, and early winter revealed that the strength and onshore-offshore

migration of the Florida Current had a major influence on the thermal

structure of the shelf waters. The annual cycle suggested that the

Florida Current was at maximum strength and closest to shore during the

summer months. It apparently shifted offshore during the fall and win-

ter. During the summer, cold water was introduced into the lower layer

over the shelf which may have penetrated to the surface in a narrow

(_ 18 km) coastal band. In addition, large pools of cold (<18*C) water

were found in the bottom layer over the mid-shelf as a result of an ap-

parent offshore movement of the Florida Current. These cold lenses

extended along the coast for at least 80 km, with a cross-shelf width of

about 10 km and vertical extent of 2 to 7 m. The total volume of about

2 X 109 M3 was apparently formed and removed on a time scale of 2 to 3

days.



3. TEMPERATURE AND WIND TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

3.1 Data Processing

The time series analysis in this section and in Appendix A treats

four basic data sets: 1) bottom temperature at buoy site 1 (BY1), 2)

bottom temperature at buoy site 2 (BY2), 3) surf temperature at Daytona

Beach (SFT) and, 4) wind stress computed from wind speed and direction

recorded at the Daytona Beach airport. The locations for the data sets

are shown in Figure 1.2. Following is a brief discussion of the editing

and data processing for each data set.

3.1.1 Bottom Temperature

The bottom temperatures at the biological buoy sites (BY1, BY2)

were recorded at twenty minute intervals on film. The film was dig-

itized by the instrument manufacturer and the data returned on paper

tape. The temperature values were then keypunched and transferred to

magnetic tape. The total number of usable data points acquired was

about 5 x 104. This thesis is concerned primarily with low frequency

fluctuations in the coastal waters; therefore, tidal and inertial period

variations in the data were removed by digital filtering of the records.

The original data were low-pass filtered by convolution with a Lanczos

taper. The energy response for the filter selected was -1 dB at 55

hours (0.44 cycles/day), -6 dB (half-amplitude point) at 48 hours (0.5

cycles/day), and -20 dB at 40 hours (0.6 cycles/day). After filtering,

the data were sub-sampled at 8-hour intervals. The time span for each

data set is shown in Table 1.1. For convenience, daily mean bottom tem-

peratures are tabularized in Appendix D.

32
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3. 1.2 Surf Temperature

The surf temperature data set for 1971 was obtained from the Na-

tional Climatic Center (NOAA). Daily temperature recordings at 0700

local time were made at the Sun Glow fishing pier, Daytona Beach. The

original data were recorded in whole Fahrenheit'degrees; thus, upon con-

version to Celsius degrees, there is a quantization error of ±0.56C*.

The daily values were then filtered with a digital filter having the

same response characteristics,as that described in 3.1.1. After filter-

ing, the daily values were linearly interpolated to 8-hour intervals to

be compatible with the bottom temperature records. For convenience, daily

surf temperatures are tabularized in Appendix D.
3.1.3 Wind Stress

The National Climatic Center also provided wind speed and direction

sampled every three hours at the Daytona Beach airport (Fig. 1.2) for

1970 and 1971. The wind stress components were computed using a qua-

3
dratic drag law with a drag coefficient of 1.5 x 10- . The general

trend of the isobaths and coastline near Cape Canaveral is about 100

west of true north. The coordinate system for the wind stress compo-

nents was rotated 10* counterclockwise yielding offshore (u positive)

and alongshore (v positive toward north-northwest) stress components.

The three-hourly stresses were linearly interpolated to two-hourly

values. The data were convolved with a Lanczos taper with the same

response characteristics as used for the bottom and surf temperatures.

Each stress component data set was then sub-sampled at the 8-hour inter-

val.

3.2 General Characteristics of Time Domain

The filtered bottom temperature, surf temperature, and wind stress
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vectors are plotted as a function of time for 1970 and 1971 in Figure

3.1. Note the factor of two difference in the scales for the surf and

bottom temperatures. For clarity, the filtered stress vectors are

plotted daily while the temperatures are plotted at the 8-hour sampling

rate. The following general features are evid6nt in Figure 3.1.

1. The bottom temperature records for both BY1 and BY2 show striking

interruptions of a normal seasonal heating and cooling cycle. Maxi-

mum and minimum bottom temperatures of 27.2*C and 16.2*C were re-

corded in October 1970 and February 1971, respectively, as might be

expected on a seasonal basis. However, a bottom temperature of

16.8*C was recorded at BY1 during May and July 1971. These cold

water intrusions during the summer confirm the results of the XBT

measurements discussed in Chapter 2. Abrupt temperature decreases

were also apparent in June and July 1970, and June and August 1971.

Typically, these summer temperature anomalies were characterized by

a decrease of 4 to 6C* within 3 to 5 days.

2. In contrast to the negative temperature anomalies for bottom tem-

peratures during summer, positive anomalies occurred during December

1970 to March 1971. It is not clear, however, whether the winter

minimum was governed by seasonal cooling or by advection.

3. During the winter, the offshore buoy (BY2) temperature was consis-

tently warmer than that of the inshore buoy (BY1). Conversely, BY2

was generally cooler than BY1 during summer.

4. The most energetic temperature fluctuations at BY1 from April to

June 1970 were somewhat cyclic with an apparent period of 20 to 30



Figure 3.1. Low pass filtered wind stress vectors, surf temperature, and bottom temperature
(BY1, BY2) for 1970 and 1971. Wind stress vectors are plotted daily while
temperatures are 8-hourly. Vertical lines indicate major temperature events
in the record referred to in that text.
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days. The bottom temperature record in general, however, suggested

that many of the major temperature fluctuations were apparently

aperiodic and superimposed on the annual cycle.

5. For those time periods when data for both BYI and BY2 were avail-

able, the records were generally similar, i.e. oscillating nearly in

phase. This was especially true during July to August 1971.

6. Oscillations with periods of several days to a week were apparent

at both BYI and BY2. The amplitudes of these fluctuations were,

however, small compared to the large amplitude, apparently aperiodic

components and the seasonal cycle.

7. The surf temperature had a seasonal cycle with a minimum (11.30C)

and maximum (27.70C) occurring in January and September 1971, re-

spectively.

8. The surf temperature record contained more high frequency informa-

tion than the bottom temperature records. Some of this variation

may have been due to air temperature fluctuations which did not af-

fect the bottom temperatures. A certain amount of noise in the re-

cord, however, can be attributed to the ±O.6C0 uncertainty intro-

duced by the conversion from whole degrees Fahrenheit.

9. Nearly all of the major "events" in the bottom temperature record

were observed in the surf temperature record. For clarity, these

have been bracketed by vertical lines.

10. The wind stress vectors clearly demonstrated the seasonal influence

of the major weather systems affecting this area. During the win-
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ter, the winds are strong and highly variable, alternating from

northward to southward on time scales of about one week. The

strong southward stresses are associated with large, spatially co-

herent extratropical cyclones, usually followed by an outbreak of

sub-Arctic cold air masses in this area (Partagas and Mooers,

1974). The transition from winter to summer conditions is charac-

terized by a strengthening of the Bermuda-Azores high pressure

ridge. The winds decreased in amplitude and were generally steady

northwestward or northeastward until July. Brooks (1975) showed

that a minimum in the monthly latitudinal excursion of the high

pressure ridge occurred in July for both 1970 and 1971. He also

demonstrated that the excursion of the ridge axis during June 1970

and July 1971 had approximately fortnightly and monthly periods,

respectively. The change from summer to fall was accompanied by an

increase in stress, directed predominantly onshore from mid-August

to mid-September. The transition to winter conditions, with as-

sociated strong southward stresses, began in early October.

11. The relationship of events in the bottom and surf temperatures re-

cords to the local wind stress was, in many instances, consistent

with simple coastal upwelling theory. Positive alongshore stress

induces an offshore Ekman flux in the upper layer compensated by

onshore flow in the lower layer. Consequently, the onshore flow

is associated with lower temperature at the bottom and at the sur-

face very near the coast. Negative alongshore stress has the op-

posite effect and is associated with increasing temperatures. The

latter effect was especially apparent during April to July 1970 and

January to April 1971.
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12. During periods of relatively uninterrupted increase in the bottom

temperatures, such as early September to mid-October 1970 and mid-

May to mid-June 1971, the wind stress was predominately onshore.

13. The large negative temperature anomalies i.n the summer of 1971 ap-

peared to be more directly related to the onshore-offshore compo-

nent of the wind stress than to the alongshore component. Although

the relationship was not straightforward, decreasing (increasing)

temperatures were associated with offshore (onshore) stress.

It is questionable that the large, non-seasonal fluctuations of the

temperature fields can be completely explained by simple coastal upwell-

ing driven by the local wind stress. The wind stress rarely exceeded 1

dyne/cm2 even during winter and typical summer values were 0.1 to 0.3

dynes/CM2. These stresses are at least an order of magnitude less than

those typical for coastal upwelling areas (Smith, 1968). The lack of

large wind stress values may be compensated by the long duration of up-

welling favorable winds, however, especially during the summer.

Wind stress conditions conducive to coastal upwelling occurred fre-

quently with no apparent response in the temperature data. This fact,

coupled with the large amplitude of the non-seasonal temperature fluc-

tuations and the results of Chapter 2 suggest that onshore-offshore mi-

gration of the Florida Current was the primary forcing function. The

Florida Current meanders may be wind-driven, however, confusing the re-

sults. The extent to which the fluctuation of the wind stress and tem-

perature fields can be correlated and their frequency content are dis-

cussed in the next section and in Appendix A.
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3.3 The Fre uency Domain

A spectrum analysis of various bottom temperature, surf temperature

and wind stress data subsets is given in Appendix A. The results of

that analysis suggest that the surf and bottom temperature records were

dominated by very low frequency fluctuations (periods greater than 20

days) or'by aperiodic or episodic events. Higher frequency temperature

fluctuations (2 to 18 day periods) were found to be significantly coher-

ent with the wind stress, especially in the spring and summer months.

In addition, a strong correlation existed between the temperature re-

cords and the onshore-offshore stress during the summer consistent with

simple upwelling theory. The alongshore stress was generally positive,

and positive offshore stress was significantly correlated with decreas-

ing surf and bottom temperatures.

The seasonal effects were examined by patching the bottom tempera-

ture record from BY2 from 18 May to 1 July 1971 to the BY1 record from

22 August 1970 to 18 May 1971 and 1 July 1971 to 27 August 1971 to give

a total record length of 373 days. A least squares fit of the annual

component was calculated for this data set. The annual component ac-

counted for about 52% of the total variance in the bottom temperature

record. This amount of variance removal was about the same accounted

for when linear trends were removed from the shorter temperature records

presented in Appendix A.

The analysis in this section concentrates on two overlapping, but

seasonally different, data sets.

1. Low pass filtered surf temperature (SFT), bottom temperature at BY1,

and the onshore-offshore and alongshore wind stress components (USTR,
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VSTR) for the period 5 January to 18 May 1971; hereafter referred to

as W71. The number of data points was 399 with At = 8 hours for a

133 day record.

2. Low pass filtered surf temperature (SFT), bottom temperature at BY2,

and the onshore-offshore and alongshore wind stress components (USTR,

VSTR) for 21 March to 20 August 1971; hereafter referred to as S71.

The number of data points was 455 with At = 8 hours for a 151.6 day

record.

Standard time series analysis techniques are used throughout. Spec-

trum and cross-spectrum computations were made by Fourier transformation

of the correlation functions (Blackman and Tukey, 1958; Jenkins and

Watts, 1968). Linear trends were removed before the spectrum calcula-

tions.

3.3.1 Sample Statistics

The onshore-offshore and alongshore components of wind stress (USTR,

VSTR), surf temperature (SFT), and bottom temperature (BY1, BY2) for W71

and S71 are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The more fre-

quent occurrence of relatively large wind stress values for W71 compared

to S71 reflects the passage of winter cold fronts. During the summer,

the winds were generally lighter and less variable as discussed in Chap-

ter 3.2. For W71, the surf temperature (SFT) was generally about 2' to

4*C colder than the bottom temperature at BY1 (Fig. 3.2). As spring

warming continued the SFT gradually became greater than BY1. In addi-

tion, a much higher frequency content was evident in SFT than in BY1.

This likely reflected the day-to-day air temperature changes which did

not penetrate to the bottom. In contrast to the winter conditions, the
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visual correlation between SFT and BY2 is greater in summer, especially

for the abrupt temperature drops which occurred near days 54, 94, 121,

and 148. All of these events were associated with a local maximum in

the alongshore (upwelling favorable) wind stress followed by a local

maximum in the offshore stress (Fig. 3.3).

The first order statistics for the W71 and S71 data sets are given

in Table 3.1. The mean wind stress for W71 was higher than that for S71,

and the wind stress was considerably more variable as reflected in the

magnitude of standard deviations. The mean wind stress for S71 was

close to zero for both components. For both data sets, the onshore-

offshore component of wind stress had the largest positive value, and

the alongshore component the largest negative value. The maximum and

minimum surf temperatures occurred during S71 and W71, respectively;

however, the difference between the maximum and minimum was almost iden-

tical (11.9%) for both seasons. The standard deviation for BY2, how-

ever, suggests more vigorous fluctuations occurred at that site during

the summer (S71) than at BYI during the winter (W71).

The overall correlation coefficients for wind stress components vs.

surf and bottom temperature and surf temperature vs. bottom temperature

were computed (Table 3.2). The coefficients were calculated after de-

trending and making a lag adjustment correction for the maximum absolute

value of the cross correlation function. The time delay associated with

the lag adjustment is indicated in Table 3.2. Those coefficients which

were significantly different from zero at the 99% level and at the 95%

(but not 99%) level are also indicated in Table 3.2. The correlation

coefficients between wind stress and temperature were all low; however,



TABLE 3.1. Statistics for low-pass filtered onshore-offshore (USTR) and alongshore (VSTR)
wind stress components, surf temperature (SFT), and bottom temperature (BY1,
BY2) for the two data subsets W71 and S71.

W71 S71
5 JANUARY TO 18 MAY 1971 21 MARCH TO 20 AUGUST. 1971

N = 399 &t = 8 HOURS N = 455 At=8 HOURS
VARIABLE

- VARIABLE
MAX MIN MEAN STD. DEV. MAX MIN MEAN STD. DEV.

USTR (dynes/cm 2) 1.81 -0.67 0.10 0.37 USTR (dynes/cm 2 1.04 -0.67 -0.04 0.28

VSTR (dynes/cm 2) 0.73 -0.91 0.14 0.25
VSTR (dynes/cra2) 0.86 _0. 91 0.04

0.18

SF-r (-C) 23.2 11.3 17.3 2.4 SFT (-C) 27.1 15.3 21.8 3.0

BY1 (-C) 22.3 16.3 19.1 1.3 BY2 (-C) 25.0 16.8 20.1 1.9



TABLE 3.2. Correlation coefficients and lag adjustment for onshore-offshore (USTR)
and alongshore (VSTR) wind stress components, surf temperature (SFT),
and bottom temperature at BY1, BY2 for W71, S71.

W71 S71

TIME LAG TIME LAG
CORRELATION IN CORRELATION IN

1 2 COEFFICIENT DAYS* 1 2 COEFFICIENT DAYS*

SFT -.26 +1.6 SFT -.16 +1.3
USTR VS.

BY1 -.15 +9.0
USTR VS.

BY2 +.16 -8.0

VSTR
VS. SFT +. 25 +13.6

VSTR VS. SFT +.
24 -3.0

BY1 +.18 +4.6 BY2 -.14 +3.6

SFT VS. BY1 +.63*** +1.0 SFT VS. BY2 +.43* -0.3

*POSITIVE INDICATES COLUMN 1 LEADS COLUMN 2

"SIGNIFICANT AT 95% LEVEL

***SIGNrFICANT AT 99% LEVEL
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they were statistically significant at the 95% level for USTR and VSTR

vs. SFT (W71), and for VSTR vs. SFT (S71). The low values for S71 are

somewhat surprising considering the strong correlations found between

the onshore-offshore component (USTR) and surf and bottom temperatures

during July to August 1971 (Table A.4). The correlation between SFT and

BY1 for W71 was moderately high (+.63) and significant at the 99% level.

That for SFT and BY2 (S71) was much lower (+.43) than expected from the

results of Chapter A.5 (but significant at 99% level) where the correla-

tions between surf and bottom temperatures during July to August 1971

were very high (>+0.8). This discrepancy may be due to the longer re-

cord length for S71 which contained a broader spectrum of fluctuation

scales.

3.3.2 Cross-Spectrum Analysis: W71

Autospectra, cross-spectra, coherence-squared, and phase were cal-

culated for the data sets for W71. The calculations were made for a re-

cord length of 399 (N), a time interval Of At = 8 hours with 69 lags

(M), an equivalent computational bandwidth (BW e ) of 0.027 cycles/day

(cpd), and approximately 14.5 degrees of freedom (00F). Twenty-four

spectrum estimates were computed for the 0.0 to 0.5 cpd frequency band.

The normalized autospectra for USTR, VSTR, SFT and BYI are shown in Fig-

ure 3.4. The coherence squared and phase for SFT and BY1 vs. USTR and

VSTR, and for SFT vs. BY1 are shown in Figure 3.5. Significant coher-

ence-squared between records is defined as equal to or exceeding the 95%

confidence level. The following conclusions are drawn from these calcu-

lations:
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The autospectra for the onshore-offshore (USTR) and alongshore

(VSTR) wind stress components (Fig. 3.4) were quite different. The

USTR spectrum was spread over a wide band of frequencies from about

0.03 to 0.40 cpd with a maximum at 0.283 cpd (T = 3.5 days). There

was a secondary peak at a period of 2.3 days. The VSTR spectrum

had a significant peak centered at a period of about one week and a

broad band of high energy between 0.2 to 0.3 cpd with a maximum at a

period of 3.3 days. The peak at the weekly period was probably as-

sociated with the approximately weekly passage of cold fronts

through the area (Partagas and Mooers, 1975).

2. The spectrum (Fig. 3.4) for SFT was almost totally "red," similar to

the others for the surf temperature shown in Appendix A. About 98%

of the energy content was accounted for at frequencies below about

0.04 cpd.

3. The spectrum for BY1 (Fig. 3.4) was essentially dominated by fre-

quencies less than about 0.08 cpd.

4. The SFT was coherent at the 95% level with both wind stress compo-

nents at periods of 11.5, 5.8, 4.6, 3.5, and 2.1 days (Fig. 3.5).

At the 11.5 day period, the surf temperature was in phase with the

alongshore stress and led the offshore stress by about 2.9 days. At

the 4.6 day period, the surf temperature and both stress components

were nearly in phase, while the phase relation at the 3.5 day period

was nearly the same as for the 11.5 day band. At the 2.1 day pe-

riod, the alongshore stress led the surf temperature by about 0.5

days and the offshore stress lagged the temperature by about 0.8

days. Significant coherence existed between SFT and VSTR at a pe-
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riod of 23 days with the stress leading the temperature by about 5.1

days.

5. The bottom temperature at BY1 was coherent with both wind stress

components at periods of 5.8 and 3.8 days (Fig. 3.5). At the 5.8

day period the offshore stress led the temperature by about 1.8 days

and the alongshore stress lagged the temperature by about 2.4 days.

At 3.8 days, the temperature was nearly in phase with the offshore

stress and lagged the alongshore stress by about 75*. The BY1 tem-

perature was also coherent with the alongshore stress at the 11.5

day period. In contrast to the in-phase relation between SFT and

VSTR at that period, the alongshore stress led the BY1 temperature

by 900 (2.9 days). As will be seen in Chapter 3.3.4, the phase re-

lations between SFT and VSTR at 23 days, BY1 and both stress compo-

nents at 3.8 days, and BY1 vs. VSTR at 11.5 days were consistent

with those expected from onshore Ekman compensation flow due to up-

welling favorable winds.

6. The coherence between the two temperature records (SFT, BYI) was

significant at periods of 2.1, 3.2 to 3.8, 5.8, 7.6, and 23 days

(Fig. 3.5). For the shorter periods (T<3.8 days) the phase was neg-

ative indicating that SFT led BY1. The phase was also negative at

the 23 day period. For the 5.8 and 7.6 day periods, BY1 led SFT.

In general, the spectrum analysis has shown that most of the energy

in the temperature records occurred at very low frequencies. There

were, however, significant coherences between the temperature records

and the wind stress components at higher frequencies. The periods most

commonly associated with significant coherence were 2.1, 11.5, and 23
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days, and bands of 3.2 to 3.8 and 4.5 to 7.8 days. These periods are

similar to those which several investigators have determined are pre-

dominant in temperature, sea level, and current fluctuations in the

Florida Current regime (Schott and Du"Ing, 1976; Brooks and Mooers, 1977

a; DUing, Mooers, and Lee, 1977).

3.3.3 Cross-Spectrum Analysis: S71

The auto- and cross-spectrum calculations for the S71 data set were

performed with a record length of 455 points (N), a time interval (At)

of 8 hours, a maximum of 69 lags (M), for an equivalent effective band

width (BW e) of 0.027 cpd amd 16.5 degrees of freedom (DOF). Twenty-four

spectrum estimates were computed for the 0.0 to 0.5 cycle/day frequency

band. The normalized autospectra for USTR, VSTR, SFT and BY2 are shown

in Figure 3.6. The coherence squared and phase for SFT and BY2 vs. USTR

and VSTR, and for SFT vs. BY2 are shown in Figure 3.7. The following

conclusions are drawn from these calculations:

1. The USTR spectrum for S71 (Fig. 3.6), in contrast to that for W71

(Fig. 3.4), showed a shift in the maximum to the low frequency range

of 0.07 to 0.04 cpd. A similar maximum energy band during the sum-

mer was found by Brooks (1975) for winds at Miami. In addition, the

USTR spectrum (S71) was much less broad banded than for W71, with

distinct peaks at periods near 7.6, 5.1, and 3.5 to 3.8 days.

2. The VSTR spectrum (Fig. 3.6) had a broad peak centered at a period

of about 3.3 days with secondary peaks at 2.6 and 6.6 days.

3. As in all previous cases (W71 and Appendix A), the temperature spec-
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tra had no pronounced peaks and energy concentrated at very low fre-

quencies (<0.6 cpd).

4. In contrast to the results for the W71 record (with significant co-

herence at many frequencies), the coherence squared between SFT and

the wind stress components for S71 was significant only for SFT vs.

VSTR at periods of 2.1 and 11.5 days (Fig. 3.7). At the 2.1 day pe-

riod, the alongshore stress and the temperature were nearly out of

phase. Conversely, at the 11.5 day period, the surf temperature led

VSTR by about 2.8 days. For the W71 data set, the surf temperature

was essentially in phase with the alongshore stress at the 11.5 day

period. None of these phase relationships were consistent with that

predicted by simple Ekman theory (see Chap. 3.4.4).

5. The bottom temperature at BY2 was significantly coherent with USTR

at a frequency of 0.37 cpd (T = 2.7 days). At this frequency, the

temperature led the stress by about 50* (Fig. 3.7). BY2, as well as

SFT, was also significantly coherent with the alongshore stress at

the 2.1 day period, but BY2 was essentially in phase with VSTR.

6. The two temperature records (SFT vs. BY2) were significantly coher-

ent at the 2.1 day period and also for a small period band between

7.6 and 9.2 days (Fig. 3.7). At the 2.1 day period, the surf tem-

perature led the bottom temperature. For the longer period band,

they were nearly in phase,

The general results for S71 calculations suggest that the tempera-

tures were consistently coherent with the alongshore wind stress at a

period of about 2.1 days. In addition, coherence between the surf
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temperature and the alongshore stress at a period of 11.5 days appeared

to be a persistent feature for both winter and summer records. This re-

sult is consistent with the findings of D'U'ing, et al. (1977) which

showed that the seasonal change in atmospheric variables did not affect

v-component current amplitudes (measured in the Florida Current) in the

10- to 13-day band. They concluded that these oscillations were due to

continental shelf waves which respond to well-defined atmospheric forc-

ing events and occur in wave packets of typically four to six cycles,

regardless of the season.

3.3.4 Phase Relations

Results of the cross-spectrum analyses indicated that the phase

relationships between the temperature and the wind stress were consis-

tent with those expected from coastal upwelling theory for the 3- to

4-day and 11.5 day periods. For a simple wind-driven coastal Ekman di-

vergence, a compensation onshore flow occurs below the surface Ekman

layer. The divergence at the coastal boundary in turn results in upward

vertical velocity into the surface layer. For a simple time dependent

wind stress independent of x and y, the compensation onshore-offshore

velocity will be out of phase with the alongshore stress and lag the

onshore-offshore stress by 90* (e.g., Kundu, et al.; 1975). The phase

between recorded temperature at a particular depth and the stress de-

pends on the sign of the horizontal and vertical temperature gradients.

For typical conditions off Cape Canaveral, both are assumed positive.

In that case, the expected phase between the recorded temperatures and

the stress is such that the temperature is in phase with the onshore-

offshore stress and lags the alongshore stress by 900.



. CURRENT AND TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE AT SHELFBREAK

Evidence indicates that onshore-offshore motion of the Florida Cur-

rent, together with wind-forcing, dominates the circulation and hydro-

graphy over the shelf area. For this reason, during the July 1971

cruise, measurements were made of the vertical structure of currents and

temperature near the shelfbreak. The purpose was to establish the off-

shore boundary conditions typical of mid-summer for this area.

4.1 Data Acquisition and Processing

The R/V VENTURE was anchored in a water depth of 102 m at 2100 EDT,

27 July 1971 near the shelfbreak directly offshore from Cape Canaveral

along Transect 3 (Fig. 1.2). A profiling current meter system, devel-

oped at the University of Miami's Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmo-

spheric Sciences, was used. An Aanderaa current meter was mounted in a

slightly negatively buoyant float and allowed to descend through the

water column along a plastic coated cable suspended from the ship.

Hence, the current meter float was largely detached from the ship, min-

imizing the influence of ship motion (DUing and Johnson, 1972).

The anchor station was occupied for a period of 50 hours. This re-

cord length was selected to allow averaging to eliminate effects from

semidiurnal, diurnal, and inertial motions. The local inertial period

is 25.1 hours. Current meter lowerings were made every 90 minutes and

were accompanied by an XBT cast. The XBT recorder failed, however,

after 36 hours. The mean descent time for the current meter was about

20 minutes.

56
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The raw current meter data were corrected for horizontal motion of

the instrument using an assumed wire shape of a quarter sine wave (Duing

and Johnson, 1971). The vector component data were then interpolated to

5 meter depth intervals with a three point polynominal interpolation

scheme. The interpolated value was calculated first using two points

above and one point below the standard depth, then one point above and

two points below. The results of the two were then averaged to obtain

the value for each component at the standard depths. Finally, the co-

ordinate system was rotated ten degrees counterclockwise for alignment

with the isobaths. The XBT data were digitized to the same 5 meter in-

tervals.

4.2 Mean Velocity and Temperature Profiles

The profiles of temperature (T), onshore-offshore velocity compo-

nent (_u), and alongshore velocity component (V) are shown in Figure 4.1.

The temperature mean was calculated for the 36 hour record while the

mean velocity components were for the total 50 hour period. The 95%

confidence limits on the mean were calculated at each depth for the

three profiles according to:

Y = - Sy ± tS- and S- = -L y Y FN

where Y L = limits of the mean value

y = sample mean value

N = degrees of freedom = number of samples (n)-1

t value of the Student's t distribution for 95%

probability level and N degrees of freedom.

S sample standard deviation

S- standard error of the mean
y
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The confidence limits are indicated by the brackets in Figure 4.1. Also

included in Figure 4.1 are profiles of _u for TIO* coordination rotation.

The mean temperature profile was nearly isothermal (290C) from the

surface to the top of the thermocline at a depth of about 17 m. The

Ttemperature gradient was nearly uniform (L = 0.180C/m) from 17 m to adz

depth of 55 m. Between 55 m and 63 m the gradient increased to about

0.25*C/m. Below 63 m the gradient decreased to a value of about 0.20*

C/m.

The mean profile for the onshore-offshore velocity (-u)indfcated on-

shore (negative values) flow at all depths except between 53 and 60 m

and 95 to 100 m (Fig. 4.1). The maximum onshore flow (-10 cm/sec) oc-

curred at a depth of 10 m, with another local maximum of -5 cm/sec at

about 85 m. The mean u profile is also shown for a TIO* Fu (-101,

(+100)1 coordinate rotation. Although the profile shapes were similar,

the directional sense of the velocity vector changed sign. This demon-

strates the sensitivity of the _u profile to coordinate rotation primar-

ily due to the large values of the alongshore velocity component

Since the u profile coordinate system was rotated 100 counterclockwise,

the u (-10*) profile represents the true east-west velocity component.

This profile showed westward flow (negative values) at all depths except

near the bottom (95-100 m).

The main feature of the mean alongshore velocity (_V) profile (Fig.

4.1) was a subsurface maximum of 184 cm/sec at a depth of 20 m, near the

top of the thermocline in the mean temperature profile. Similar subsur-

face maxima in the _v component of the Florida Current off Miami were

demonstrated by Duing (1975). He found that the subsurface jet feature
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occurred at irregular but frequent intervals, with formation and decay

typically on a time scale between one-half and one day. Duing specu-

lated that the feature may be a manifestation of the "shingle structure"

described by Fuglister (1951 b) and also by von Arx, et al. (1955). He

also suggested the possibility that spatially unresolved eddies were

responsible for such vertical structure in the horizontal velocity. The

time scale suggests that internal tides and near-intertial motions may

be important.

The mean value of _v at the surface was 136 cm/sec. Below the sub-

surface jet, the velocity decreased rapidly to a depth of 40 m. The

dv) X 10-2
velocity shear in this layer (-a-z was 3.75 sec-1. The velocity

d_vdecreased nearly linearly between 40 and 70 m with a mean shear dy 2.1

x 10- 2 sec- I , followed by another rapid decrease to a value of 8 cm/sec

at 85 m. There was no evidence of southward flow near the bottom in the

mean profile such as that found in deeper water off Miami by D'U'ing

(1975). Weak southward flow along the bottom existed near the beginning

and end of the anchor station (Chap. 4.3).

The vertically intergrated transports were calculated for the mean

u and v profiles in the original geographic coordinate system. The co-

ordinate rotation required to provide zero net onshore-offshore trans-

port was 11.20 counterclockwise. This is close to the assumed 10* iso-

bath orientation and suggests that, at least over the 50 hour anchor

station, the net transport was nearly parallel to the local bathymetry.

In fact, the 95% confidence limits for _U (Fig. 4.1) indicate that the

mean onshore-offshore flow was not significantly different from zero at

all depths in the system rotated to alignment with the local isobath.
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4.3 Temporal Variations of Velocity and Temperature

Contours of u and v current components at the anchor station were

examined in the time-depth plane (Fig. 4.2 to 4.3). For the first four-

teen hours of the anchor station, the u component was offshore at all

depths except for a zone of onshore flow in the upper 20 m at profile

five (Fig. 4.2). The offshore flow decreased rather uniformly with

depth until onshore flow began along the bottom at profile eleven. By

profile fifteen (21 hours after the record started), the flow was on-

shore throughout the water column and increased to a relative maximum at

all depths eighteen hours later (profile twenty-seven). The onshore

velocity decreased rapidly after profile twenty-seven, with some off-

shore flow above 15 m, then increased slightly again at the end of the

anchor station. Transient subsurface jets occurred above 50 m through-

out the record. Thus, although the onshore-offshore flow field had a

basic baroclinic signature, the primary temporal variation was sugges-

tive of a barotropic fluctuation with an apparent half-period of at

least 36 to 40 hours. The oscillatory subsurface jet was strongly sug-

gestive of near-inertial motion in the upper 30 to 50 m.

The subsurface maximum in the mean alongshore velocity (_v) profile

(Fig. 4.1) was dominant in the time-depth representation of the v compo-

nent (Fig. 4.3). The maximum value of over 260 cm/sec occurred at pro-

file one at a depth of 20 m. Associated with the decrease of the off-

shore flow (Fig. 4.2) was a decay and vertical spreading of the strength

of the v component jet. The influence of the vertical propagation of

horizontal momentum continued through profile fifteen. Shortly after

the onset of onshore flow, the v component reached a relative mi-nimum

above about 55 m and a relative maximum below that depth. As onshore
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flow increased, the alongshore subsurface jet re-intensified, increasing

from a minimum value of about 135 cm/sec at profile sixteen to over 200

cm/sec at profiles twenty-six, thirty-one, and thirty-two. Below the

intensifying jet, from about 25 m to the bottom, the velocity generally

continued to decrease to the end of the record. In contrast to the ap-

parent barotropic nature of the onshore-offshore flow, the alongshore

flow exhibited a progressive downward transfer of horizontal momentum

coincident with a weakening of the subsurface maximum and the change

from offshore to onshore flow. This was followed by progressive re-

establishment of the subsurface jet concurrently with the increase of

onshore flow. The nature of the alongshore flow variation was decidedly

baroclinic but did correspond to the wave-like nature of the u component

with approximately the same apparent half-period of 36 to 40 hours. The

formation and decay rate of the subsurface jet was apparently on a

slightly longer time scale than the one-half to one day rate observed

off Miami by Duing (1975). The oscillatory nature of the subsurface jet

itself was suggestive of near-inertial motion in the upper 30 to 50 m.

A weak southward (<10 cm/sec) near-bottom flow occurred near the be-

ginning and end of the record.

The XBT Transect 3 was traversed just prior to the 50-hour anchor

station (Fig. 4.4). The solid vertical line indicates the approximate

anchor station location. This is the same XBT section as in Figure 2.7,

and it is believed to represent thermal conditions at or near the time

of maximum onshore excursion of the Florida Current. The strong upward

bowing of the isotherms near the shelfbreak (Station 56) indicated pos-

sible upwelling. This feature was not evident during times when the

Florida Current receded offshore (Fig. 2.6).
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The time-depth variation of the abbreviated anchor station tempera-

ture record is shown in Figure 4.5. The last XBT station (59 in Fig.

4.4) was completed seven hours prior to the first anchor station pro-

file. Since the observed u component flow was strongly positive in the

early portion of the anchor station (Fig. 4.2), it is assumed that the

flow had been offshore for some or all the seven hour sampling hiatus.

As offshore flow continued, the overall thermal field was advected off-

shore, and accompanied by a relaxation of the bowed isotherms. Thus,

the temperature increased rapidly at all depths, the effect manifested

first along the bottom and then to progressively shallower depths. The

general trend toward increasing temperature continued until the begin-

ning of the onshore flow (profile 15), when the temperature trend re-

versed. As the onshore flow increased, presumably accompanied by upward

vertical motion at the shelfbreak, the temperature decreased throughout

the water column. The gradual deepening (shoaling) of the isotherms

with decreasing (increasing) alongshore velocity (Fig. 4.3) suggests an

approximate geostrophic balance in the alongshore flow variation. Al-

though the XBT recorder failed after 36 hours, the wave-like nature of

the velocity field was also apparent in the temperature field.

To estimate the validity of the geostrophic relationship for the

mean alongshore velocity, the geostrophic velocity was calculated be-

tween XBT stations 57 and 59 (Fig. 4.4). The temperature-salinity rela-

tionships for the western portion of the Florida Current given by Parr

(1937) were approximated (Table 4.1) for the calculation of specific

volume anomalies. The estimated geostrophic velocity profile (V
9 )

was

compared to that of the mean alongshore velocity (7) from the 50-hour

anchor station (Fig. 4.6). From 30 m to 90 m, the calculated geostrophic
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TABLE 4.1. Approximated temperature-salinity relationship for
geostrophic velocity computations. Values are
based on results given by Parr (1937).

Temperature Range (OC) Estimated Salinity (0/00)

26.0 - 30.0 36.00

23.0 - 25.9 36.30

18.0 - 22.9 36.50

16.0 - 17.9 36.30

14.0 - 15.9 36.00

12.0 - 13.9 35.80

10.0 - 11.9 35.50

< 9.9 35.30
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velocity at each depth was within (or nearly so) the 95% confidence

limits for the measured mean value. The departure of V from geostrophy

from 90 to 100 m was probably due to the bottom frictional effect.

Above 30 m, the V
9

profile had virtually no vertical shear and the mea-

sured subsurface jet was not evident. The oscillatory nature of the

subsurface velocity maximum was suggestive of near-inertial (perhaps

wind-induced) and longer period (i.e., 3- to 4-day) motions. The aver-

aging operation would presumably have removed any inertial effects, but

not those of the longer period motion. In addition, the XBT stations

from which V
9
was estimated were occupied about eight hours prior to the

beginning of the anchor station. Hence, it is not surprising that the

geostrophic relationship is not verified in the upper 30 m.

4.4 Temporal Variations of the Perturbation Velocity and Temperature

To more clearly show the perturbation structure of the velocity (u,

v) and temperature (T) fields at the anchor station, the time-averaged

vertical profiles for u, v, and T were removed and the residuals con-

toured in the time-depth domain (figs. 4.7 to 4.9). The pertubation u

component was nearly identical to that for the actual onshore-offshore

flow (Fig. 4.2) since the mean velocity was not significantly different

from zero at all depths. The primary feature was an oscillatory, ba-

sically barotropic flow (phase) with amplitude of 10 to 20 cm/s and an

apparent half-period of at least 36 to 40 hours. Larger amplitude

fluctuations (30 to 40 cm/s) occurred in the upper 30 to 50 m which were

suggestive of baroclinic near-inertial motion (Fig. 4.7).

The time-depth variation of the perturbation alongshore velocity

(Fig. 4.8) clearly demonstrates the strong baroclinic structure noted in
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the absolute flow field (Fig. 4.3). Fluctuations on at least three

fundamentally different time scales were evident:

1. Baroclinic near-inertial motion existed in the upper 30 to 50 m with

amplitude of about 20 cm/s.

2. Oscillation occurred at an apparent half-period of at least 36 to 40

hours and a 1800 phase difference between the upper and lower water

column with the node at about 40 to 50 m. Amplitudes were on the

order of 30 to 40 cm/s.

3. The time variation in the depth zone of maximum amplitude fluctua-

tions (30 to 50 m) was suggestive of a longer period oscillation

with a half-period of 45 to 50 hours or more.

The winds were steady northward and northwestward at about 2 to 4 m/s

for the entire 50 hours.

The perturbation temperature field reflected the onshore-offshore

advection of the horizontal temperature gradient structure shown in Fig-

ure 4.4 and discussed in Chapter 4.3. That is, during period of onshore

flow, the isotherms were bowed upwards over the shelfbreak, indicating

possible upwelling. Since the last XBT station was completed 7 hours

prior to the first anchor station profile, it was assumed that the flow

was directed offshore during the interim. The bowed isotherm effect

then resulted in positive u anomalies to be associated initially with

negative T anomalies then followed by positive T. The rapid change to

positive T between 55 m and 80 m (region of maximum horizontal tempera-

ture gradient) was also associated with acceleration in the alongshore

component (positive v) which is consi'stent with an adjustment for a
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geostrophic balance. Negative u anomalies were associated with negative

T throughout the water column, the effect manifested first along the

bottom 20 m. This was presumably due to the apparent upwelling effect

associated with onshore flow. In general, the perturbation T field was

consistent with the influence of onshore-offshore advection of the ob-

served temperature field, upwelling over the shelfbreak during onshore

flow, relaxation of the effect during offshore flow, and an adjustment

consistent with geostrophy for acceleration and deceleration of along-

shore flow.

4.5 Stability Estimates

Gradient Richardson Numbers (Ri) were calculated from estimates of

the Brunt - V*a*isoa'l.a' frequency (N2) using the observed temperature pro-

files and the estimated temperature-salinity relationship given in Table

4.1, together with the observed velocity shear.

The mean profiles for static stability (P), velocity shear

and gradient Richardson Number (Ri) were computed as follows:

-ff2 q A p
p AZ

Z^u
2

+
AV2 -2

TZ TZS - I I

-ff2

T2

where mean vertical density gradient profile com-Az

puted from mean temperature profile with

assumed T-S relation.

g = acceleration of gravity
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T = mean vertical velocity shear profile

U = mean U velocity component

V = mean V velocity component.

The results for W, T and Iffi are shown in Figure 4.10. The static sta-

bility increased uniformly from about 0.6
x 10-4 se C-2

to a maximum of

9.2
x 10-4 se C-2

between 35 m and 40 m. The minimum value (0.25 x 10-
4

sec- 2) was recorded just above the bottom from 90 m to 95 m. The mean

velocity shear increased from 2.5
X 10-2 Sec -1

near the surface to a

maximum of 5.2 x 10- 2 sec-
1
at the same depth as the maximum 92 (35 to

40 m). The minimum T (0.6 X 10-2 sec-1) was in the bottom 5 m. The

relative minimum in the shear at 20 m to 25 m corresponded to the maxi-

mum of the subsurface jet in the mean alongshore velocity (Fig. 4.1).

The mean Richardson Number profile indicated that, throughout most

of the water column, the mean flow was marginally stable (0.25 < Ri < 1).

The strong vertical shear in the mixed layer (upper 15 m) produced a

dynamically unstable situation. The zone of maximum shear (35 to 40 m)

was imbedded in the thermocline which yielded a marginally stable flow

(Ri = 0.4).

The time-depth variation of Ri is shown in Figure 4.11. The upper

15 m was unstable (Ri < 0.25) for nearly the entire 36 hour period.

Brief periods of stable flow occurred near profiles 4, 13, and 22 which

may indicate tidal influences. The 20 to 30 m zone of the subsurface

jet at the beginning of the record (Fig. 4.3) was dynamically stable

with a layer of unstable flow just below. As the jet weakened, the flow

became stable throughout the middle portion of the water column (20 to

70 m). Maximum values for Ri were recorded when the alongshore and
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onshore-offshore flow were at a minimum. A zone of consistently un-

stable conditions existed between 70 and 80 m throughout the anchor sta-

tion. From 85 m to the bottom, the flow was generally stable, primarily

due to the rapid decrease in shear in this layer.

4.6 Empirical Orthogonal Functions

The technique of empirical orthogonal functions (EOF), also known

as principal components (Davis, 1973), was applied to the velocity pro-

file data to examine the depth distribution of velocity variance. The

technique computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the variance -

covariance matrix and orders them according to the amount of correlated

variance. The EOF technique is especially useful for analysis of fields

of several variables which are all believed to respond in some way to a

single (or very few) major forcing function. For this reason, EOF has

been applied successfully in meterology (Lorenz, 1956; Kutzbach, 1967)

and recently in oceanography (.Kundu, et al., 1974; Brooks, 1975; Johnson,

1976).

Of the thirty-four current profiles, only twenty extended from the

surface to 100 m. Fortunately they were spaced throughout the entire

length of the 50-hour anchor station. The mean values for each compo-

nent calculated from these twenty profiles fell within the 95% confi-

dence intervals at every depth (Fig. 4.1). The lowering numbers used

for the EOF analysis are 2 to 4, 6 to 7, 9 to 13, 16 to 19, 25 to 28,

and 33 to 34. This provided a matrix of 21 variables (depths) and 20

observations, which yielded a maximum of 21 EOF's for both the u and v

components.
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Results of the calculations for each velocity component are shown

in Table 4.2. Only the first five EOF's are listed since they account

for 98% of the total variance for each component. The magnitude of the

first three u and v EOF's versus depth are shown in Figure 4.12. The

first EOF for u was largely uniform over depth (barotropic), and ac-

counted for 87.2% of the total variance. The first EOF for v had a

baroclinic structure with a peak at about 30 m, the region of strongest

vertical shear just below the subsurface jet in the mean alongshore flow

(Fig. 4.1). It accounted for 60.5% of the variance. The second and

third EOF's for u had highly baroclinic structures but accounted for

only a small amount of variance. The second EOF for v accounted for

28.8% of the variance and apparently reflected the phase difference and

node location (35 to 40 m) between the upper and lower water column ob-

served in the perturbation field (Fig. 4.8). The third EOF for v had an

even more complex baroclinic structure but accounted for only about 4.2%

of the variance. With 21 possible modes, white noise would be expected

to yield about 5% variance per mode; hence, any mode with less than 5%

variance is not likely to be significant.

The time variation of the first two EOF's for both velocity compo-

nents was obtained by projecting the original u and v observations

(means removed) onto the first two EOF's (Fig. 4.13). That is, the pro-

jections on EOF's I and 11 for each observation i are:

Y (1) X^1) + a(2) X^2) + .... a(21) X^21) i = 1, 20I'i `2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Y a(l) X(I) + Qt(2) X^2) + .... a(21) X^22) i = 1. 20II i II i 11 1
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TABLE 4.2. Empirical orthogonal function variance.

u Component v Component

Total Variance - 11,086 cm2/sec 2 Total Variance - 15,800 cm 2) /sec 2
Variance

% Cumlative Variance % Cumulative
EOF (cm2/sec2 ) Variance % -- (CM2/sec2) Variance %

1 9668 87.2 87.2 9557 60.5 60.5

2 677 6.1 93.3 4549 28.8 89.3

3 290 2.6 95.9 662 4.2 93.5

4 178 1.6 97.5 489 3.1 96.6

5 77 0.7 98.2 199 1.3 97.9
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where Y Ili YII,i = projection of i th original observation onto EOF's

I and II.

XP), X^2) X^21) = ith observation of u and v (time mean1 1 1

removed) at each depth level (super-

script)

(21) = elements of eigenvectors I and II

with superscript referring to depth

level.

Because of this construction the velocity scales are larger than the

original data but relative amplitude is preserved.

The temporal variation of the first function for u (Fig. 4.13) con-

firmed that the major portion of the variance (87.2%) had a wave-like

structure with an apparent half-period of at least 36- to 40-hours. The

first function for v (Fig. 4.13) exhibited a basically longer period

variation suggestive of the half-period of at least 45- to 50-hours

which was noted in the perturbation alongshore flow (Fig. 4.8). This

effect was particularly noticeable in the 30- to 50-m depth zone. The

EOF I for v had a peak at a depth of 30 m (Fig. 4.12) and was positive

throughout the water column except for the upper 10 m. Fluctuation

amplitudes of the first EOF's for u and v were of similar magnitude.

The second EOF for v had a wavelike structure and period similar to

the first EOF for u but with an apparent phase difference of 90'. The

vertical structure and time variation of EOF's I for u and 11 for v at

the 3 to 4 day period were consistent with theoretical predictions off-

shore of the shelfbreak for a first mode topographic Rossby wave with
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continuous density stratification and variable bottom topography (Wang

and Mooers, 1976). They identified a stratification parameter S = Nmax

HT/fL, where Nmax is the maximum static stability, HT and L are the max-

imum depth and width of the shelf, and f is the Coriolis parameter. For

the anchor station, S = 0.9 which corresponds to intermediate density

stratification. The anchor station location is at a distance offshore

of x/L = 0.8 to 1.0. In this region the following theoretically pre-

dicted results for the first mode topographic Rossby wave are consistent

with the observed flow at the apparent 3 to 4 day period:

1. Although the predicted alongshore flow over the shelf is nearly

depth independent, there is a node in the vertical structure over

the slope region from x/L = 0.5 to 1.0 (Fig. 4(a); Wang and Mooers,

1976). The amplitudes above and below the node are of similar mag-

nitude. This was the observed structure of EOF II for the v compo-

nent (Fig. 4.12).

2. The horizontal velocity components should be in quadrature. Inshore

of the cross-shelf position of the node for the alongshore velocity,

v should lead u by 90' in the upper layer for clockwise rotation

with counterclockwise rotation in the lower layer (below the node in

vertical structure). This was the case for the observed flow at the

3 to 4 day period (Figs. 4.12 and 4.13).

3. The predicted onshore flow is relatively depth-independent, but with

a slight decrease from the surface to the bottom (Fig. 11(a); Wang

and Mooers, 1976). The observed EOF I for u had such a vertical

structure (Fig. 4.12).
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4. The amplitudes of u and v were observed to be of the same magnitude

consistent with results predicted by the theory (Fig. 4.13).

5. The predicted vertical velocity for onshore flow is bottom-trapped

over the shelfbreak (Fig. 11(b); Wang and Mooers, 1976). The upward

bowing of the isotherms over the shelfbreak for the XBT transect

shown in Figure 4.4 indicates that upwelling did occur during on-

shore flow.

The observations thus suggest that fluctuations at a 3-to 4-day period

were consistent with theoretical predictions for a first mode topograph-

ic Rossby wave modified by the effects of density stratification and the

local bottom topography. Although the presence of the Florida Current

and its associated inclined frontal zone were not included in the model,

the observations and theory are remarkably consistent.



5. SPECIFIC EVENTS

The results of the previous sections demonstrate that large nega-

tive temperature anomalies occur during the summer in the coastal waters

near Cape Canaveral. With the use of two separate limited data sets,

the nature of these cold water intrusions is examined in more detail in

this chapter. The first deals with an apparent wave or eddy pattern in

the bottom currents recorded during 28 May to I July 1970. The second

is an analysis, using wind stress and temperature data, of one of the

large temperature decreases noted during June to July 1971.

5.1 Temperature, Currents, and Winds - Summer, 1970

For the period from 28 May to I July 1970, bottom temperatures at

BY1 and bottom currents at BY2 were recorded (Fig. 1-2). The current

measurements were made at 10 minute intervals and averaged for hourly

intervals. The record length was not long enough to allow low pass

filtering as in the other time series discussed previously. Therefore,

daily means were calculated for the bottom temperatures, onshore-

offshore (USTR), and alongshore (VSTR) wind stress components. Semi-

daily means were calculated for the onshore-offshore (u) and alongshore

(v) current components. As before, the coordinate system for both the

wind stress and current vectors was rotated 100 counter-clockwise from

true north for alignment with the local bathymetry.

The calculated values for the bottom temperature (BY1), USTR, VSTR,

and the u and v current components (BY2) are shown in Figure 5.1. Two

large temperature decreases were observed. Between 3 June and 6 June,

87
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the temperature decreased about 2C' followed by a rapid partial recovery

by 9 June. The bottom temperature then rose gradually to a maximum of

(26.6*0 on 22 June. It then decreased 4CO within five days and recov-

ered to the 22 June value in about two days. The current record indi-

cated an alternating alongshore and onshore-offshore flow with a period

of about a week to ten days. Onshore flow (negative u) was associated

with both of the major temperature decreases. Accelerations of onshore

flow were also associated with accelerations in the alongshore compo-

nent. Visual correlation of the wind stress with the currents and tem-

perature was not straightforward. A large increase (upwelling favor-

able) in USTR and VSTR was associated with the late June temperature

anomaly. During the period of temperature rise from 6 June to 22 June,

USTR was always negative (upwelling unfavorable) and VSTR was of small

-2magnitude (generally < 0.2 dynes
CM )

and alternating sign.

Although both major temperature anomalies were associated with

positive v and negative u current components (Fig. 5.1), the temperature

began to rise about two days before a reversal to negative alongshore

and offshore (positive) flow. The nature of the periodic current re-

versals can be seen with the aid of a progressive vector diagram (Fig.

5.2). The semi-daily means were used to construct the plot and whole

days are labelled. The flow at the beginning of the record was north-

westward with an abrupt reversal to southeastward on 28 May. Offshore

and southward flow continued until 1 June followed by another reversal

to the northwest. Between 3 and 4 June, the net flow since 28 May was

essentially zero. The average onshore-offshore velocity for each half

of the cycle was about 4 cm/sec while that for the v component was about

7 cm/sec. A similar oscillation (of shorter period) occurred twice in
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the middle of the record with mean onshore-offshore and alongshore ve-

locities of 3.2 and 6.0 cm/sec, respectively. The fluctuating flow was

superimposed on an overall northwestward drift of about 1.6 km/day.

There was no apparent consistency to the rotational sense of the cur-

rent fluctuations.

A plot of the approximate displacement amplitudes for the onshore-

offshore and alongshore flow (Fig. 5.3) reveals that, for nearly all the

clearly defined bottom current oscillations, the actual reversals oc-

curred within about twelve hours. The time between such reversals

varied from about 3 to 10 days. Typical onshore-offshore and alongshore

displacements for the longer time period were 20 and 40 km, respec-

tively. For the shorter period they were typically 6 and 15 km. The

bottom temperature at BY1 plotted against the onshore-offshore displace-

ment amplitude at BY1 (Fig. 5.3) showed a strong visual correlation.

For the most part, however, the temperature changes led the displacement

by about one day. The exception was the case for the rapid temperature

decrease beginning on 26 June which was preceded by about 6 days of con-

sistently onshore-directed flow. The temperature began to recover, how-

ever, before the displacement reversal. The response differences may

have resulted from the separation between the two buoy sites. The bot-

tom temperature (BY1) buoy was about 13 km closer to shore than BY2 and

at a slightly shallower water depth (19 m vs. 22 m). It would be ex-

pected that the responses to wind stress changes would appear first at

the inshore buoy if Ekman divergence at the coast were the forcing func-

tion. The lack of a strong visual correspondence between upwelling fa-

vorable wind stress and bottom currents and temperature may be due to

near-bottom influences. The onshore compensation flow for offshore flow
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in the surface Ekman layer may not be evident near the bottom. North-

ward acceleration in the alongshore interior flow can drive onshore flow

in the lower layer (e.g., Allen and Kundu, 1978). To the extent that

fluctuations of the v component at BY2 represented fluctuations in the

interior, the variation of the onshore-offshore flow at BY2 was consis-

tnet with such a balance (Fig. 5.1). The approximately 45* deflection

of the flow to the left of the isobaths (Fig. 5.2) strongly suggests

that the current meter was in the bottom Ekman layer.

5.2 An Apparent Upwelling Event - A Closer Look

The best documented example of an apparent upwelling event (large

negative temperature anomaly) occurred during late July 1971. In addi-

tion to wind stress (USTR, VSTR) and surf temperature (SFT), bottom

temperatures at four locations (BY1, BY2, CM1, and CM2) were recorded

for 26 June to 23 July 1971 (see Fig. 1.2 or Fig. 5.5 for locations).

There were also two XBT cruises; one on 28 to 29 June and the other

from 23 to 26 July.

5.2.1 Time Variations

Since the time series for these records were too short to effec-

tively filter in the manner described in Chapter 3, daily means were

computed for all data sets and are shown in Figure 5.4. Records for the

wind stress, surf temperature, and bottom temperature at BY1 and BY2

are continued past 23 July since data were available at those locations.

The temperature records for SFT, BY1, BY2, and CMI are visually well-

correlated. The average overall correlation coefficient among the four

records was +0.85 with zero lag (for daily means) and significant at the

99% level. The temperature at CM2 was visually somewhat different from
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the other four. Its large scale fluctuation had an apparent fortnightly

period with smaller amplitude, higher frequency fluctuations superim-

posed. There was an apparent relation between the temperature depres-

sions at CM2 and those for the other four records as suggested by the

dashed diagonal lines in Figure 5.4. The bottom depth at CM2 was about

62 m, while at CM1 it was about 20 m. The horizontal distance between

CM1 and CM2 was about 24 km and the time difference between arrival of

temperature minima at CM1 and CM2 was about 8 days (Fig. 5.4). For

strictly two dimensional flow, the average onshore velocity would then

be about 3.5 cm/sec which is close to the average onshore velocity mea-

sured at BY2 during June to July 1970 (Chapter 5.1) for the onshore

portion of the 7-day cyclic flow.

There is no apparent visual correlation between the large tempera-

ture decreases at CM2 and the onshore-offshore (USTR) and alongshore

(VSTR) wind stress. However, VSTR was generally positive (upwelling

favorable) throughout the record. The major temperature depressions in

the SFT, BY1, BY2, and CM1 records appear to be correlated with positive

(upwelling favorable) offshore stress. This suggests that a major mean-

dering of the Florida Current, perhaps initiated by the upwelling fa-

vorable alongshore stress, introduced cold water along the bottom onto

the shelf area. Once the cold water had spread over the shelf, so long

as the alongshore stress remained positive, the temperature records sug-

gested a response to the onshore-offshore stress as typical wind-driven

coastal upwelling. The link between upwelling favorable wind stresses

and temperature was not dramatic. It is probable that the temperature

is sensitive to relative phases of superimposed responses to many time

scales of wind forcing. In addition, the temperature fluctuations de-
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pend upon the vertical and horizontal gradients as well as the time de-

pendent flow field. The gradients themselves may also be functions of

time which leads to a variable dependence of temperature on currents and

stress. This is to be expected particularly in the area of a major

western boundary current.

5.2.2 Horizontal Variations

Mention was made in Chapter 2.2 of the lack of significant tempera-

ture depression at the surface during XBT surveys when cold water in-

truded along the bottom over the entire shelf area. A comparison of

surface temperature measured during 23 to 25 July 1971 on R/V VENTURE

Cruise 7102 (Fig. 5.5) with the bottom temperature for the same time

period (Fig. 2.8), demonstrates this effect. Although there was a large

pool of cold water over the shelf in the lower layer, the only signifi-

cant surface effect occurred inshore and north of CM1 (Fig. 5.5), a dis-

tance 15 to 20 km from shore. The surface temperature in this zone was

between 23.80C and 26.0*C. In addition a large temperature depression

existed in the surf temperature (SFT) record (Fig. 5.4). Theoretical

(e.g. Allen, 1973) and experimental (e.g. Smith, 1974; Walin, 1972) con-

siderations suggest that the major baroclinic effects in upwelling zones

are confined to a narrow coastal band defined by the internal "Rossby

radius of deformation." This value is given by 6R = HN/f where H is a

characteristic depth value, N is the Brunt-V'a'is'il^ frequency, and f is

the Coriolis parameter. For the XBT sections, a characteristic depth

for the shelf area was about 40 m. During 23 to 25 July, the approxi-

dTmate mean vertical temperature gradient (jz ) was about 0.3C*lm. Con-

sidering a constant value of salinity of 36.0 o/oo, the value N = 3 x

10- 2 rad/sec. With a value of 7 x 10- 5 rad/sec for f, the value for the
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Rossby deformation radius is thus 6R = 17 km, which is close to the ob-

served distance where surface expression of the temperature depression

occurred in the XBT field.

A model of upwelling which includes both bottom topography and con-

tinuous stratification (Wang and Mooers, 1976) predicts that barotropic

continental shelf waves and baroclinic internal Kelvin waves may be

coupled. The internal Kelvin waves possess a characteristic of offshore

scale which is the Rossby deformation radius (6
R ) while the shelf waves

have an offshore scale of the order of L, the width of the continental

shelf (L ^- 50 km directly off Cape Canaveral). Several authors have

pointed out that flow in an upwelling region may be strongly modified

by flow perturbations generated outside the local region (Hurlbert and

Thompson, 1973; Mooers and Allen, 1973; Gill and Clarke, 1974). Con-

sidering the results of this thesis, a process such as this appears to

be logical for the coastal area near Cape Canaveral.

Meandering of the Florida Current not directly attributable to the

local wind stress also will inject cold water into the bottom layers of

the coastal zone. This meandering may be the result of large scale

barotropic continental shelf waves, which may be generated by the winds

further to the north. The effect of the cold water intrusion on the

surface layer is then confined to a narrow coastal zone whose width cor-

responds approximately to the Rossby radius of deformation and is ap-

parently associated with the Ekman divergence at the coast caused by the

local wind stress. A lack of longer records for currents, and reliance

entirely on surf and bottom temperature records precluded a comprehen-

sive test of this hypothesis.
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5.2.3 'Effects of Cape Canaveral

The summer occurrences of negative coastal water temperature anom-

alies found by Taylor and Stewart (1959) were largely confined between

Fernandina Beach and Canova Beach, Florida (see Fig. 1.1 for locations).

The greatest anomalies, however, were confined to a zone of about 50 km

on either side of Cape Canaveral, the only prominent Cape in the South

Atlantic Bight south of the Carolinas. The depression of surface tem-

perature evident in Figure 5.5 was generally confined to a narrow coast-

al zone north of Cape Canaveral.

Manifestations of intensified upwelling have been observed near

capes and points along the California coast (e.g. Reid, et al., 1958;

Hubbs, 1960). In particular, upwelling effects were found to be in-

tensified south of the capes and suppressed to the north. Arthur (1965)

subsequently showed that, near boundaries, it was necessary to include

frequently neglected terms in the estimation of horizontal divergence.

Specifically, he demonstrated that the terms involving the change of

relative vorticity along a streamline as well as planetary vorticity

effects could contribute significantly to upwelling south of capes (for

southward flow) along the California coast. This would cause an asym-

metry in the observed upwelling north and south of coastal projections.

It is reasonable to assume then that Cape Canaveral may have some

local effect on coastal upwelling. Following Arthur (1965), one form

of the vorticity equation may be written as:

+ f) N ^ D + ^v Dw ^u N W I 3P aa 9P au
az Rt Oy- _^_Z - WX _^_Z ^-x -^Y- - Dy ax

(a) (b) W (d)
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-A 32^ A
2L + 32^

V
DZ2 H IaX2 @y2

(e) M

(1)

where, u,v = horizontal velocity components positive eastward (x)

and northward (y), respectively

w = vertical velocity positive upward (z)

2-v - au = vertical component of relative vorticityax ay

f Coriolis parameter

df =
meridional variation (constant) of Coriolis para-dy

meter

P = pressure

a = specific volume

AV = vertical eddy viscosity coefficient (assumed constant)

AH = horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient (assumed con-

stant)

and D(-) = 9(-) + u a(.) + V 9(.) .
Ut-- at ax DY

The magnitude of f for the latitude of Cape Canaveral is about 1 x

10- 4 sec-
I
and for ^ is about 2 x 10- 13 cm- I sec

-1 .
With a typical

horizontal speed of 50 cm/sec, the order of magnitude of the planetary

11 2vorticity term (b) in the vorticity equation is 1 x 10- sec- . if

characteristic horizontal and vertical length scales of 50 km and 50 m

respectively are assumed, the relative vorticity ^ is of order 10- 5

sec- 1 ; thus, f is an order of magnitude larger in the (C + f) tem. If

the left hand side of equation (1) has the same magnitude as tem (b),

the order of magnitude of the vertical velocity w is 5 x 10-4 cm/sec.

The order of magnitude of the horizontal advective part of term (a) is
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1 x 10- 10 sec- 1 ; thus, the local rate of change of vorticity would

have magnitude similar to advective changes for a time scale of about

one day.

For a vertical velocity of 5 x 10-4 cm/sec, term (c) has a magni-

tude of about 10- 12 sec- 2 and is neglected compared to the planetary

vorticity term (b). However, this term (c) represents the twisting of

non-vertical vorticity into the vertical by horizontal gradients of

vertical motion which may be significant under some circumstances. Term

(d) is generally of the order of 10- 13 sec- 2 and is also neglected.

Evaluation of terms (e) and (f) requires some knowledge of the eddy

viscosity coefficients. Carter and Okubo (1965) used observations dur-

ing summer of dye patches in the coastal waters off Cape Canaveral to

estimate Av = 1.0 CM2/sec and A
H

= 103 CM2/sec. With these estimates of

Av and AHI the vertical and horizontal vorticity diffusion [terms (e)

13 2 16 2and (f)] are 4 x 10- sec- and 4 x 10- sec-
,
respectively, and will

be neglected. For coefficients more typically cited (Arthur, 1965) such

as Av = 10 to 102 CM2/
sec and A

H
= 106 to 108 CM2/sec, the vorticity dif-

fusion terms can become comparable to the planetary vorticity term and

probably should not be neglected. Actually, the vertical vorticity

term is the one which is usually assumed to be principally responsible

for the offshore Ekman transport in the surface layer driven by the wind

stress (Smith, 1968). For purposes of this discussion it will neverthe-

less be neglected since interest is primarily in how the presence of

Cape Canaveral may augment or suppress upwelling. On the basis of the

order of magnitude estimates, equation (1) may be approximated by,
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f ^Lw = D ^
a z B-t + I v

and ^i = -LL + u 2A + v a ^ .Dt at ax ay

(2)

The vorticity may be written in natural coordinates (von Arx, 1962)

as :

c ac
IT an (3)

where c is the speed, R is the radius of curvature of the streamline,

and 2c is the velocity gradient normal to the streamline. A tendencyan

for counterclockwise rotation is positive by convention.

Very little data are available near Cape Canaveral suitable for

evaluation of the validity of equation (2); however, estimates may be

obtained from hydrographic surveys and drifter studies in the region

during August 1962 made by Bumpus (1964). An estimate of 50 km for a

streamline radius of curvature (R) was made from the horizontal distri-

bution of at at 10 m shown in Figure 6 in Bumpus (1964). Drifters re-

leased offshore from Cape Canaveral had velocities approaching one knot;

thus, the assumed typical horizontal velocity of 50 cm/sec is probably

reasonable.

Idealized streamlines and the signs of D^ and ^v for both northward
Dt

and southward flow around Cape Canaveral are shown in Figure 5.6. For

southward flow, both terms are negative north of the cape (Fig. 5.6 a)

and, according to equation (2), contribute to positive (upward) vertical

velocity (w). South of the cape, the terms are of opposite sign and the

contribution of the combined terms depend on their relative magnitude.

% is negative north of the cape andFor northward flow (Fig. 5.6 b), Dy
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Figure 5.6. Streamlines for idealized flow around Cape Canaveral with
signs of terms in equation (2): (a) southward flow (b)
northward flow. Points P, Q, and M are referred to in text.

(a)

P p

M

Tf 0 ^^V < 0

_RR = 50 km Q

Dr,at 0 ^- V 0

D-,
at 0 BV > 0

R = 50 km

D,-rt > 0 ^V > 0
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will be upwelling favorable, while av is of opposite sign. The combined

result again depends on their relative absolute values. South of the

cape, both terms contribute toward convergence and downwelling.

An estimate of the vertical velocity can be made from equations (2)

and (3). Consider a fluid particle moving from point P to point Q in

Figure 5.6 (a). With c = 50 cm/sec, R
Q = 50

km, and RP the vortic-

ities at Q and P from equation (3) are,

CQ = -1.0 x 10-
5

sec-
1

C P = 0

where the normal velocity gradient is assumed for simplicity to be a

positive constant, which can be taken as zero. The fluid particle would

move from P to Q (50 km) in about 105 sec, thus, at point M,

*
D -10 -2
t) = -1.0 x 10 sec

Evaluating the right hand side of equation (2) at the point M for ^v

-1.0 x 10- 11 sec -2 gives,

(-L) + (^V)M = -1.1 x 10-1 0 sec- 2Dt M

Thus,

(f LW-) = -1.1 x 10-10
01.

or

M

wl Z = -50 = 5.5
x 10- 3 cm/sec.

This vertical velocity is well within the range typical of classical

wind-driven upwelling (Smith, 1968). For the assumed values of c and R,

IPCI is an order of magnitude greater than J^vj. Thus, for both north-Dt
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ward and southward flow around Cape Canaveral, intensified upwelling
would be expected north of the cape while downwelling would occur to the
south.

From these results, it is reasonable to assume that the effects of
Cape Canaveral on observed upwelling probably are significant. Both
northward and southward flow contribute to divergence north of the cape,
and convergence to the south. This is consistent with the observed hor-
izontal sea surface temperature field found in late July (Fig. 5.5)
where the surface temperature depression was confined generally to a
narrow coastal zone north of Cape Canaveral. Effects of the coastline
irregularity are not confined to the modification of local wind-driven
upwelling. Evidence in this thesis suggests that some of the observed
temperature and current fluctuations were likely due to propagating
disturbances such as continental shelf waves (or Kelvin waves) generated
by winds to the north of Cape Canaveral. The effects of alongshore
variations of the coastline and bottom topography on continental shelf
waves has been discussed by Allen (1976). One of the cases considered
was that of an impulsively applied constant wind stress forcing. For
an upwelling favorable wind stress, he found that the steady onshore-
offshore velocities set up by the perturbation flow were such that the
basic onshore flow driven by the wind stress was increased over a ridge
in the bottom topography (assumed equivalent to a coastal cape). This
suggests still another process by which the presence of Cape Canaveral
may produce an intensification of coastal upwelling.



6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

During 1970 and 1971, measurements of temperature, currents and

wind stress were made at various locations off the central eastern coast

of Florida. A summary of an analysis of these measurements is presented

below. The summary is organized to address the thesis objectives as

outlined in Chapter 1.3.

1. Results of XBT surveys along standard transect lines indicated a

pronounced seasonal difference in the horizontal and vertical ther-

mal structure of the coastal waters near Cape Canaveral. Tempera-

ture sections were averaged to portray four major seasonal condi-

tions: winter-spring, summer, fall, and winter. Mean vertical tem-

perature gradients typical for summer conditions were about 0.3C*/m

while for winter the conditions were nearly zero. Bottom tempera-

tures during the summer period were as cold or colder than those

measured during mid-winter (15 to 180C). The horizontal temperature

gradient at 100 m depth near the shelfbreak during summer was ^T
AX

7. 5 OC
g-km compared to 1.00C/8 km during December. This difference was

attributed to a greater strength and onshore movement of the Florida

Current during summer months. Results of two XBT transects orthog-

onal to the coast about 60 hours apart demonstrated that large pools

of cold bottom water remained over the mid-shelf area as a net re-

sult of onshore penetration and subsequent retreat of the Florida

Current. The alongshore, cross-shelf, and vertical extents of these

lenses were about 80 km, 10 km, and 5 m, respectively. The total

106
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volume of about 2 X 109 M3 was formed and removed on an apparent

time scale of 2 to 3 days.

2. Bottom temperatures at four sites as well as surf temperature re-

cords all indicated large negative temperature anomalies during sum-

mer months. Many of these anomalies were associated with upwelling

favorable wind stress components; i.e. positive in the alongshore

direction to the north-northwest and positive in the offshore direc-

tion. Overall correlation coefficients among the bottom tempera-

tures and surf temperature for short (48 day) records during the

summer averaged about +0.85 and the correlation with the offshore

wind stress averaged about -0.66. Both were significant at the 99%

level. The negative correlation reflected decreasing temperatures

associated with offshore (positive) wind stress. The correlation

between the temperatures and the alongshore stress was also negative

but of lower value (average = -0.41). For longer records and during

winter periods the strong correlation between wind stress and tem-

perature was not apparent.

Spectrum analyses were performed for two seasonally different (win-

ter/summer), overlapping records of two-day, low-pass filtered bot-

tom temperature, surf temperature, and wind stress. For winter con-

ditions, the bottom and surf temperatures were found to be signifi-

cantly coherent with the alongshore wind stress at a period of about

11.5 days. The temperature records were also found to be signifi-

cantly coherent with both wind stress components at periods of 5.8

and 3.5 to 3.8 days. Significant coherence also was found between

the surf temperature and both wind stress components at periods of
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4.6 and 2.1 days. The phase relations between surf temperature and

alongshore stress at 23 days, bottom temperature and alongshore

stress at 11.5 days, and bottom temperature and both wind stress

components at 3.8 days were found to be consistent with those ex-

pected from typical wind-driven coastal upwelling. That is, the

temperatures should be in phase with the offshore stress and lag the

alongshore stress by 90*.

The frequency domain relationships between the temperature and wind

stress were quite different for the summer records. The surf tem-

perature was found to be coherent with the alongshore stress only at

periods of 2.1 and 11.5 days. The bottom temperature was coherent

with the offshore stress only in the 2- to 3-day band and essentially

in phase with the stress. The 11.5 day period was a persistent fea-

ture for both winter and summer. This result is consistent with

D'U'ing, et al. (1977) who found that the seasonal changes in atmo-

spheric variables did not affect the v-component Florida Current

amplitudes in 10- to 13-day period band. Oscillations at those pe-

riods were interpreted as continental shelf waves which are gener-

ated by well-defined atmospheric forcing events, regardless of sea-

son.

3. A 50-hour current and temperature profiling anchor station was es-

tablished near the shelfbreak (102 m depth) during late July 1971.

The mean alongshore flow component at the surface was about 136 cm/

sec and increased to a subsurface maximum of 184 cm/sec at a depth

of 20 m, very near the top of the thermocline computed for the mean

temperature profile. Maximum vertical shear for the mean alongshore
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2flow was -3.75 x 10- sec- measured just below the subsurface flow

maximum. The coordinate rotation required for zero net onshore-

offshore transport indicated that the mean flow was nearly aligned

with the local bathymetry. The time variation of the velocity over

the 50 hours revealed a wave-like character for both components.

Decreasing alongshore flow in the upper 55 m (increasing below that

depth), and decay of the subsurface jet coincided with a decreasing

offshore flow and a switch to onshore flow at all depths. The half-

period for the apparent wave was about 36- to 40-hours, which was

consistent with the time series evidence for organized motion at pe-

riods of 3- to 4-days. The time variation of the vertical tempera-

ture profiles was consistent with onshore advection of colder water

accompanied by upward bowing of the isotherms of the shelfbreak

evident in XBT sections. Relaxation of the bowed isotherms and in-

creasing temperature throughout the water column was associated with

offshore flow. The gradual deepening (shoaling) of the isotherms

with decreasing (increasing) alongshore velocity was consistent with

geostrophic adjustment in the alongshore flow. Comparison of geo-

strophic shear calculated from XBT stations (with the aid of a

historical T-S relation) and the shear in the measured mean along-

shore velocity revealed excellent agreement from 30- to 90-m depth.

Below 90 m frictional effects were evident. The measured subsurface

jet in the upper layer was not reproduced in the geostrophic shear;

hence, the surface layer flow is assumed to be ageostrophic probably

due to frictional effects.
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The perturbation velocity and temperatures (time-averaged vertical

profiles removed) suggested at least three time scales of motion:

(1) baroclinic near-inertial (-. 26 hrs) motion in the upper 30- to

50-m with amplitudes of 20- to 40-cm/sec for both velocity com-

ponents;

(2) 3- to 4-day period motion uniform with depth for the onshore-

offshore flow and a 180' phase difference between the upper and

lower water column (node at about 40- to 50-m) for the along-

shore component; and

(3) longer period motion evident in the alongshore flow with an ap-

parent period of at least 4- to 5-days.

Estimates of mean dynamic stability (Richardson Number) suggested

that, throughout most of the water column, the flow was marginally

stable (0.25 < Ri < 1). The strong vertical shear in the upper

mixed layer (15 m) produced a dynamically unstable layer (Ri < 0.25).

This layer generally remained unstable throughout the entire 50-hour

anchor station. Maximum values for Ri were recorded when both

alongshore and onshore-offshore flow were at a minimum.

Results of an empirical orthogonal function analysis of the velocity

components revealed that the onshore-offshore flow was very nearly

barotropic for the first EOF which accounted for 87.2% of the total

variance. The first EOF for the alongshore component was strongly

depth dependent and accounted for 60.5% of the variance. The second

EOF for the v component reflected a phase difference between the

upper and lower layers and accounted for 28.8% of the total variance.
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The time variations of the first EOF's for u and v confirmed the 3-

to 4-day, and 4- to 5- (at least) day fluctuations, respectively,

which were evident in the perturbation time-depth contours. The

second EOF for v had a wavelike character similar to the first EOF

for u but with an apparent phase difference of 90*. The vertical

structure of these two EOF's suggested clockwise rotation above 35 m

to 40 m and counterclockwise rotation below that depth at the 3 to

4-day period, in agreement with a theoretically calculated first

mode topographic Rossby wave (Wang and Mooers, 1976).

4. Simultaneous short-term measurements of bottom current and tempera-

tures were made at two buoy sites during June to July 1970. An

alternating northwestward and southeastward flow had apparent pe-

riodicities of about 3- to 10-days. Onshore flow was generally as-

sociated with decreasing temperature and upwelling favorable (posi-

tive) wind stress components. Typical onshore-offshore and along-

shore velocities were 3 to 4 cm/sec and 6 to 7 cm/sec, respectively.

Positive (negative) accelerations in the alongshore flow were con-

current with onshore (offshore) accelerations suggesting that the

interior alongshore flow was driving the onshore-offshore flow in

the near-bottom zone, consistent with bottom Ekman layer dynamics.

A large temperature decrease was recorded at four bottom-mounted

instruments as well as at the surf temperature location during late

July 1971. From an XBT survey, coastal upwelling surfaced only in a

very narrow (less than 15 to 18 km wide) coastal band north of Cape

Canaveral. This width scale was shown to correspond roughly to the

calculated "Rossby radius of deformation." The Rossby deformation
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radius has been shown to be the basic baroclinic length scale as-

sociated with coastal upwelling areas (Mooers and Allen, 1973). A

vorticity analysis suggested that the presence of Cape Canaveral can

modify upwelling due to induced change in vorticity along a stream-

line in flow around the cape. For the scale magnitudes considered,

upwelling was found to be enhanced north of the cape for both north-

ward and southward flow. This result is consistent with the pattern

noted in the surface temperature field.

5. The results believed significant to the distribution and abundance

of the calico scallop resource were the following:

(1) The alternating bottom-current found during June to July 1970,

if typical, provides a mechanism for localizing the scallops.

Calico scallop larvae were found in the laboratory to be plank-

tonic for about 16 days. Minimum and maximum displacements for

a 16 day period were found to be 7 and 40 km, respectively,

well within the known commercial scallop fishery grounds.

(2) The observed elongated, elliptical scallop beds are consistent

with the patterns found by Carter and Okubo (1965) for dif-

fusion in a horizontally and vertically sheared flow.

(3) Scallops were found to spawn spontaneously in the laboratory

when the water was raised from 20 to 25*C. For a nearly year-

long bottom temperature record, the temperature exceeded 25'C

for only 9% of the time and it exceeded 200C 56% of the time.

Temperatures < 15% are believed to be lethal to the calico

scallop. XBT surveys during summer revealed bottom tempera-
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tures < 150C at depths as shallow as 40 m, well within the

scallop's 20- to 60-m depth range.

Certain general recommendations may be made on horizontal and ver-

tical instrument spacing for future work in this area. The frequency

domain results were based primarily on bottom temperature records. The

variation in bottom temperature is dependent on an established bottom

temperature gradient (not always large) and horizontal motion along the

bottom. The temperature gradient is time dependent and varies both

cross-shelf and alongshore. This results in variable effects on temper-

ature due to advection. In addition, the bottom mounted instruments

were probably located in the bottom friction layer.

Nevertheless, certain general recommendations may be made regarding

future observations. The vertical structure of the empirical orthogonal

functions for the velocity at the shelfbreak suggest that two current

meters, one at about 20 m and the second at about 70 m would be suf-

ficient to resolve about 90% of the variance in both the onshore-

offshore and alongshore flow. The time variation of the EOF's suggests

that, for low frequency motion (period greater than 2 days), a sampling

interval of about 2 hours would suffice.

Current meter arrays in the cross-shelf direction should be placed

to resolve the theoretically predicted model structure for coastal-

trapped waves. For example, Wang and Mooers (1976) showed that the

first mode for the alongshore velocity of a coastal-trapped wave has a

node at an offshore distance of about 0.8L where L is the shelf width,

or about 40 km off Cape Canaveral. In addition, at least one current
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meter array should be located well within the Rossby deformation radius

which was estimated to be about 17 km in the summer. Record durations

of at least six months would be required to resolve the longer period

fluctuations (20- to 30-days) noted in some of the temperature spectra.

The horizontal and vertical temperature field and its temporal

variation on the 3- to 4-day time scale could be well described by

rapid, repetitive XBT surveys (perhaps one per day) over a two week

period. The effects of Cape Canaveral on upwelling intensification and/

or suppression as well as the structure within the deformation radius

could be adequately described by such measurements. The sea surface

temperature can now be monitored by satellite with a ground resolution

of about 800 m (HCMP satellite). Satellite measurements would provide

an inexpensive way to monitor upwelling and construct time series of the

horizontal sea-surface temperature field, cloud cover permitting. Fin-

ally, salinity measurements should be included in any measurement pro-

gram to adequately resolve the problems associated with stability, geo-

strophy, and water masses and their sources. A recommended program for

the study of hydrographic structure and synoptic events in the South-

Atlantic Bight was proposed which would meet these requirements (Witte,

et al., 1977).



APPENDIX A

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS OF SELECTED WIND
STRESS AND TEMPERATURE RECORDS

A.1 Data Analyzed

Initial analysis of the frequency content of the low-pass filtered

wind stress and temperature records concentrated on four data sets:

1. Buoy 1 bottom temperature (BYI) and u and v component of wind

stress (USTR, VSTR) for the period 1 April to 11 July 1970.

2. Buoy 2 (BY2) bottom temperature, buoy 1 (BYI) bottom tempera-

ture, and u and v components of stress (USTR, VSTR) for 16

November 1970 to 18 January 1971.

3. Same variables as (2), plus surf temperature (SFT) for period

of 21 March to 18 May 1971.

4. Same variables as (3) for I July to 18 August 1971.

The records for (2), (3), and (4) above were the only ones for which

bottom temperatures were recorded at both buoy sites.

The time series were treated in the manner described in Chapter 3.

Each of the four data sets are discussed separately.

A.2 April to July 197

The low-pass filtered u and v wind stress components (USTR, VSTR)

and the bottom temperature at BY1 for 1 April to 11 July 1970 are shown

in Figure A.1. Sample interval was 8 hours and the record length was

303 points (101 days). While the BY1 temperature exhibited some high

frequency fluctuation (order of several days), the record was clearly
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dominated by an apparent 20 to 30 day periodicity with peak to trough

amplitudes of about 2C' superimposed on an overall warming trend. The

wind data exhibited much more high frequency information content with

no readily apparent direct relationship to the temperature. The large

temperature decrease near day 87 was discussed in Chapter 5.

First order statistics for each series as well as the overall cor-

relation coefficients between records are presented in Table A.1. Cor-

relation coefficients were computed for the data sets after detrending

and lag adjustment correction for maximum absolute value of the cross

correlation function. The time delay associated with the adjustment is

also indicated in Table A.I. The low correlation coefficient values re-

flect the lack of visual correlation between wind and temperature. The

negative value for USTR vs. BY1 indicates that decreasing temperature

was associated with offshore wind stress. The USTR led the temperature

by 4.3 days. The coefficient for VSTR vs. BY1 was positive indicating

that positive alongshore stress was associated with increasing tempera-

ture.

The normalized autospectra for detrended USTR, VSTR, and BY1 were

computed with 54 lags (M), an effective computational bandwidth (BW e ) of

0.035 cycles per day (,cpd), and 14.0 degrees of freedom (DOF) (Fig. A.2).

The spectrum for BY1 was essentially "red" with 98% of the variance ac-

counted for at periods greater than about 50 days. The spectrum for

USTR had a distinct peak at a period (T) of one week. The VSTR spectrum

had a broad peak extending over periods between 18 and 36 days, and

another at about 4.5 days.



TABLE A.1. Statistics for low-passed u and v wind stress components (USTR, VSTR) and bottom
temperature at BY1 for 1 April to 11 July 1970. Record length = 303 points.
At = 8 hours.

Data Set Maximum Minimum Mean Standard Deviation

USTR (dynes/cm 2 ) 0.84 -0.98 -0.15 0.30

VSTR (dynes/cm 2) 0.72 -1.19 0.09 0.23

BY1 (OC) 26.1 17.9 21.8 2.4

Time La4 in Days (+ indicates

1 2 Correlation Coefficient column 1 leads column 2)

USTR vs BY1 -.34 +4.3

VSTR vs BY1 + .22 -2.3

*SrGNIFICANT AT 95% LEVEL
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AUTO SPECTRA, I APRIL TO 11 JULY 1970
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The coherence squared and phase for BY1 vs. USTR and VSTR are shown

in Figure A.3. The coherence squared (coherence) is considered signifi-

cant if it is greater than or equal to the 95% confidence level. For

BY2 vs. USTR, coherence was significant in the extreme low frequency end

of the spectrum (T > 36 days). The record length was, thus, not suffi-

cient to resolve these low frequency motions. The temperature and both

stress components were coherent at a period centered at about 2.4 days.

The temperature lagged the wind by about 90* in phase. The phase sense

is correct for the alongshore stress to indicate coastal Ekman diver-

gence; however, the energy content of the BY2 record was very low at

those frequencies.

A.3 November 1970 to January 1971

The low-passed u and v wind stress components (USTR, VSTR) and BY2,

BYI bottom temperatures from 16 November 1970 to 18 January 1971 are

shown in Figure A.4. Sample interval was 8 hours and record length was

189 points (63 days). The temperature records contained a somewhat

higher frequency content than that shown in Fig. A.1, but were similarly

dominated by 20 to 30 day oscillations. The temperature fluctuations at

BY1 and BY2 are visually quite coherent and nearly in phase for the last

half of the record. There is no strong visual correlation between the

temperature and either component of the wind stress, however.

First order statistics for each data set as well as overall cor-

relation coefficients are shown in Table A.2. The mean temperature

(18.8*0 was higher at the offshore buoy (BY2) than at BYI (18.2%).

The mean wind stress was southeastward, consistent with winter condi-

tions, but of low magnitude. The temperatures at BY1 and BY2 were
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TABLE A.2. Statistics for low-passed u and v wind stress components (USTR, VSTR) and bottom
temperatures at BY1, BY2 for 16 November 1970 to 18 January 1971. Record length
= 189 points. At = 8 hours.

Data Set Maximum Minimum Mean Standard Deviation

USTR (dynes/cm 2) 0.55 -0.49 0.05 0.20

VSTR (dynes/cm
2
) 0.62 -0.78 -0.07 0.22

BY1 (OC) 23.0 18.2 19.9 1.3

BY2 ('C) 23.5 18.8 20.8 1.2

Correlation Coefficient Time Lag in Days (+ indicates
1 2 Column I leads Column 2)

USTR vs. BY1
+.37* +1.3

BY2 +.35* +1.3

VSTR vs. BY1 +.42**
-1.3

BY2 +.39* +1.3

BY1 vs. BY2 81** +1.6

*SIGNIFICANT AT 95% LEVEL

"SIGNIFICANT AT 99% LEVEL
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slightly better correlated with the alongshore stress component (VSTR)

than with the onshore-offshore component (USTR); however, the magnitudes

of the correlation coefficients were small. The sign of the correlation

coefficients were all positive which reflects rising temperatures with

positive values of u and v wind stress. The correlation between BYI and

BY2, however, was high, with a coefficient of +0.81 at a lag of 1.6 days.

The normalized autospectra computed for all four detrended time

series are shown in Figure A.5. The equivalent computational bandwidth

BWe was 0.057 cpd, with 33 lags and approximately 14.3 degrees of free-

dom (DOF). The spectra for BY1 and BY2 were essentially totally "red."

The low frequency content completely dominated the record. About 98% of

the variance in BY1 and 91% in BY2 were at frequencies below 0.045 cpd

(T = 22 days). The spectrum for the USTR had a predominant peak at a

period of 11 days. The v component had two small peaks at about 3.7 and

7.3 days (the latter peak may be the second harmonic of the first).

The phase and coherence squared for the temperature at BY1 and BY2

vs. USTR and VSTR, and for BY2 vs. BY1, are shown in Figure A.6. BY1

was significantly coherent with the stress only at very low frequency

(T > 22 days). BY2 was significantly coherent with VSTR at a period of

22 days and very nearly so with both USTR and VSTR at 3.1 days. The

phase at the latter period indicated that the temperature led VSTR by

about 2.7 days and lagged USTR by about 2 days. For BY2 vs. BY1, sig-

nificant coherence occurred at periods longer than 7.3 days with a peak

at T = 22 days. Throughout this frequency band the phase sense was such

that BY1 led BY2.
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As in the results of A.2, the long period fluctuations dominated

the bottom temperature records and generally tended to confuse the

analysis. The indication was that either the record length was too

short to resolve the low frequency fluctuations or that these fluctua-

tions were essentially aperiodic or episodic.

A.4 March to May 1971

The low-passed u and v stress components (USTR, VSTR) surf tempera-

ture at Daytona Beach (SFT), and bottom temperature at BY1 and BY2, for

21 March to 18 May 1971 are shown in Figure A.7. Sample interval was

again 8 hours and the record length was 174 points (58 days). This data

set represented the transition period from winter to summer conditions.

The BY1 and BY2 temperatures are strongly correlated visually and nearly

in phase, especially during the latter portion of the record. The surf

temperature reflected the overall warming trend in the transition from

winter to summer. The negative temperature anomalies in SFT, BY1, and

BY2 exhibit some visual correlation to upwelling favorable wind stress

(i.e. USTR and VSTR both positive), especially between days 30 to 40 and

,after day 53.

The statistics for each time series as well as the cross-correla-

tion coefficients are shown in Table A.3. The mean bottom temperatures

at BY2 and BY1 were identical (19.60C) although the offshore buoy re-

corded the coldest temperature of the two (16.9%). The mean surf tem-

perature (19.10C) was slightly colder than either bottom temperature

mean but also had the warmest and coldest readings of the three tempera-

ture series. The mean wind stress was nearly zero for this time period.

The correlation coefficients between the wind stress and the tempera-
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TABLE A.3. Statistics for low-passed u and v wind stress components (USTR, VSTR), surf temperature
at Daytona Beach (SFT), and bottom temperatures at BY1 and BY2 for 21 March to 18 May
1971. Record Length = 174. At = 8 hours.

Data Set Maximum Minimum Mean Standard Deviation

USTR (dynes/cm2) 1.04 -0.67 0.02 0.37

VSTR (dynes/cm 2 0.61 -0.91 0.01 0.24

SFT (C) 23.2 15.3 19.1 2.0

BYI (OC) 22.3 17.7 19.6 1.1

BY2 (OC) 22.1 16.9 19.6 1.3

1 2 Correlation Coefficients Time lag in Days (+ indicates

Column I leads Column 2)

SFT +.22 -2.0

USTR vs. BY1 -.23 4-0.6

BY2 -.25 -2.3

SFT +.31 0.0

VSTR vs. BYI +.31 +3.3

BY2 -.35 -1.3

SFT vs. BY1
+.67** 0.0

BY2 -.50* -1.0

BYI -vs. BY2 -.51* +3.0

*SIGNTFICANT AT 95% LEVEL

"SIGNIFICANT AT 99% LEXTEL
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tures were low in all cases. The SFT was positively correlated (0.67)

with the BY1 temperature and negatively correlated (-0.50) with BY2.

The overall correlation between BY1 and BY2 was relatively low and nega-

tive (-0.51); however, they were obviously positively correlated during

the latter portion of the record (Fig. A.7). This indicates that some

caution should be used when interpreting the overall coefficients, espe-

cially in terms of strictly two-dimensional onshore-offshore flow.

These results suggest that alongshore advection may also have a signifi-

cant influence on the temperature.

The autospectra for all five detrended series are shown in Figure

A.8. Unstable estimates of the SFT spectrum dictated a maximum lag of

only 7 days (M = 21), resulting in a BW e of .089 cpd with 20.7 DOF. The

SFT, BYI and BY2 spectra were again essentially "red." Over 90% of the

variance in each was accounted for at periods greater than 14 days. The

USTR and VSTR spectra both had a peak at a period of about 3.5 days.

The coherence squared and phase for SFT and BYI vs. USTR and VSTR

are shown in Figure A.9. The surf temperature was coherent with both

USTR and VSTR at the 3.5 day period, but with negative phase indicating

the temperature led the stress. The temperature at BYI was coherent

with both stress components at periods of about 7 days. The phase was

positive near 90* for both components which indicates the stress led the

temperature by about 1.3 days. The same plots for BY2 vs. USTR and

VSTR, SFT vs. BY2 and BY1, and BY2 vs. BY1 are shown in Figure A.10.

BY2 was coherent with USTR at a period of about 3.5 days and very nearly

in phase. The BY2 temperature was also coherent with VSTR at a period

of about 4.7 days with the stress leading the temperature by about 1.6
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days. A coherent peak for BY2 vs. the VSTR also existed at T = 14 days.

In addition, the temperature at BY2 showed some significant coherence

with USTR for the period range of 2.0 to 2.5 days. The phase in this

range was generally negative, however, indicating the temperature was

leading the wind. The temperatures at BY2 and BY1 were coherent only at

the 14 day period with the phase indicating that BY2 led BY1 by about 3

days. There was no significant coherence between SFT and BY2 and be-

tween SFT and BY1 for frequencies greater than .07 cpd (T = 14 days).

A.5 July to August 1971

The low-passed time series of u and v wind stress components, surf

temperature at Daytona Beach, and bottom temperatures at BY1, BY2 for

the period 1 July to 18 August 1971 are shown in Figure A.11. This pe-

riod corresponds to the time of largest negative temperature anomalies

during the year. The record was the shortest of those which contained

coincident measurements at both BY1 and BY2. The sample interval was 8

hours and the record length was 144 points (48 days).

All three temperature records were remarkably similar and all con-

tained the large temperature depression in the middle of the record, the

partial recovery from day 35 to 45, and the beginning of another sharp

decrease at the end of the record. The alongshore stress was positive

(upwelling favorable) for nearly the entire record length with super-

imposed 3-to-7 day oscillations. Similar periodicities were apparent

for the u component; however, positive (negative) values were associated

with decreasing (increasing) temperature as expected by simple upwelling

theory. The large increase in both stress components at the end of the
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record was consistent with the beginning of the sharp temperature de-

crease at that time.

The sample statistics for each time series and the correlation co-

efficients are shown in Table A.4. Although the records were from mid-

summer, the mean bottom temperature at BY2 (19.70C) was nearly the same

as the mean temperature during 21 March to 18 May (Table A.3) and 1.1CO

colder than the 16 November 1970 to 18 January 1971 record (Table A.2).

Although the mean bottom temperature at BY1 was about 2CO warmer than

that recorded during 21 March to 18 May, 1971, the minimum temperature

(18.1%) was nearly as low as that for the spring (17.7%). The mean

surf temperature (23.9%) was high, reflecting the seasonal heating, but

reached a minimum of 19.9% which was nearly as cold as the overall mean

for spring conditions (Table A.3). The standard deviations for the tem-

perature records were larger from July to August than for either the

winter (Table A.2) or spring (Table A.3). The mean wind stress was

toward the northwest but of very small magnitude (0.1 dyne/CM2).

The correlation coefficients (Table A.4) among the temperature re-

cords were all high (>0.83). In addition, the correlations between

USTR and the temperatures were high and negative, especially between

USTR and byl (-0.80). The negative sign is consistent with upwelling

theory indicating decreasing temperatures associated with positive

values of both stress components. The larger absolute values of the

correlation coefficients associated with USTR indicate that the offshore

stress may be the controlling factor so long as the v-component remains

positive, which is typical of summer wind conditions.



TABLE A.4. Statistics for low-passed u and v wind stress components (USTR, VSTR), surf temperature
at Daytona Beach (SFT), and bottom temperatures at BY1 and BY2 for 1 July to 18 August
1971. Record length = 144. At = 8 hours.

Data Set Maximum Minimum Mean Standard Deviation

USTR (dynes/cm
2
) 0.23 -0.62 -0.08 0.16

VSTR (dynes/cm 2 ) 0.43 -0.11 0.07 0.09

SFT (OC) 27.1 19.9 23.9 2.3

BYI (OC) 24.4 18.1 21.6 1.7

BY2 ('C) 23.0 16.8 19.7 1.7

1 2 Correlation Coefficient Time Laq (days) (+ indicates
Column 1 Leads Column 2

SFT -.63** + 1.3
USTR vs. BY1 -.80** + 1.0

BY2 -.63** + 1.0

VSTR vs. SFT -.33 + 1.0

BY1 -.39* + 2.6

BY2 -.51** + 1.3

SFT BY1 88** + 1.3
BY2 83 ** + 0.6

BY1 vs. BY2 +.85** + 1.0

*SIGNIFICAN7 AT 95% LEVEL

**SIGNIFICANT AT 99%I,EVEI,
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The autospectra for all five series are shown in Figure A.12.

Computations were for 27 lags with an effective bandwidth of .069 cpd

and 13.3 DOF. As in all previous calculations, most of the energy in

the temperature spectra was concentrated in the very low frequency

range. The SFT and BY1 spectra had very small peaks centered at a fre-

quency of 0.22 cpd (T = 4.5 days). The BY2 spectrum had no pronounced

peaks. The spectrum for USTR had a maximum centered at a frequency of

.056 cpd (T = 18 days), while that for VSTR had a maximum at 2.3 and 9

days with a somewhat smaller peak at 3.6 days.

The coherence squared and phase for SFT and BY1 vs. USTR and VSTR

are shown in Figure A.D. The surf temperature was coherent with both

stress components at a frequency of 0.11 cpd (T = 9.0 days) and also at

0.22 cpd (T = 4.5 days) which was probably the second harmonic of the

former period. Negative phase indicates that the temperature was lead-

ing the offshore stress. Positive phase showed just the opposite for

the alongshore stress. The BY1 temperature was coherent with USTR for

all periods greater than 6 days and the stress led the temperature. The

temperature for BY1 was coherent with VSTR for all periods between 9 and

18 days. Positive phase for the latter indicates the stress was also

leading the temperature at those frequencies. The dominance of the

fortnightly and longer period band was demonstrated by Brooks (1975) to

be typical for the Florida area in summer months.

The same plots for BY2 vs. USTR and VSTR, for SFT vs. BY1 and BY2,

and for BY2 vs. BYI are shown in Figure A.14. The coherence was above

the 95% significance level for BY2 vs. VSTR for all frequencies between

.056 cpd (T = 18 days) and .278 cpd (T = 3.6 days). The alongshore
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stress led the temperature since the phase remained positive for this

frequency band. High coherence also existed between BY2 and USTR in

the 2.0-to 2.5-day band with the stress leading. The SFT was coherent

with BYI and BY2 for the 9-to-18 day band and all three records were

nearly in phase. These results are consistent with simple upwelling

theory as described in Chapter 3.4.4. SFT was also coherent with BY1

and BY2 over a band from 0.2 to 0.4 cpd, centered at a period of 3.6

days. The phase was positive indicating that the bottom temperatures

led the surf temperatures. BY2 and BY1 were significantly coherent only

at periods greater than 9 days and nearly in phase. There was a hint

of coherence between the buoy temperatures at the 3.6 day period which

was significant at the 80% level.

For July to August, the predominant coherence between the wind

stress and temperature was i'n the 9-to 18-day period band with some in-

dications of significant coherence at periods of about 4.5 and 3.6 days.

In the longer period band, the phase relationships among the tempera-

tures and between the temperatures and the alongshore wind stress compo-

nent were consistent with that expected for the subsurface onshore-

offshore compensation flow required by simple wind-driven coastal up-

welling. Similar energetic period bands have been reported from temper-

ature and velocity time series in the Florida Current near Miami (D'u'lng,

et al., 1977). They found that the most energetic band was 8 to 25

days with smaller but significant peaks in the period ranges from 4 to 5

days, and 2 to 3 days. The shorter period variations (4 to 5, 2 to 3

days) were interpreted to be wind driven or initiated by atmospheric

forcing but the class of waves to which they belong is not known.
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Brooks and Mooers (1977 b) have interpreted the longer period fluctua-
tions to be associated with barotropic continental shelf waves.



APPENDIX B

RESULTS SIGNIFICANT TO CALICO SCALLOP

The original purpose of the acquisition effort for the basic data

presented in this thesis was to monitor the bottom habitat of the calico

scallop, Argopecten,Gibbus. Large concentrations of the species occur

on the continental shelf near Cape Canaveral in depths from 9 to 74 m

(Drummond, 1969) and support a substantial commercial fishery. The

greatest concentrations of calico scallops are found near coastal pro-

jections such as Cape Canaveral and Cape San Blas, Florida; and Cape

Hatteras (Bullis and Thompson, 1965) and Cape Lookout, N.C. (Allen and

Costello, 1972). A general description of the calico scallop biology

and fishery can be found in Allen and Costello (1972). The results pre-

sented in this thesis believed to be of significance to the calico scal-

lop resource are discussed separately in terms of currents and tempera-

ture.

B.1 Current Effects N

After spawning, the larval scallops rely almost totally on currents

for transport until they are old enough to set. Thus, the flow field

is believed to have a significant effect on the overall distribution of

scallop beds. Bullis and Cummins (1961) suggested that the Cape Cana-

veral projection causes "interruption and eddying" that produces "repe-

titive settling of scallop larvae." They believed that such eddies were

responsible for keeping the larvae from being swept away from the area,

thereby creating a permanent resource.

144
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The results of the bottom current measurements presented in Chapter

5.1 support the hypothesis that scallop larvae would be likely to remain

within the general area. Laboratory experiments have shown that calico

scallops remain in the larval stage for about 16 days (Costello, et al.,

1972). The cyclic flow shown in the progressive vector diagram of Figure

5.2 demonstrates that, for a 16 day larval drift period, the total dis-

placement can be quite small. For example, in the 16 day period fron, 5

June to 21 June 1970, the total displacement was about 7 km. At the

other extreme, the total displacement between 12 June and 28 June was

about 40 km, a distance well within the limits of the known scallop

grounds. The specific cause of the cyclic flow is not known; however,

meanders of the Florida Current, perhaps due to continental shelf waves,

are suspected. Any eddying effects of Cape Canaveral cannot be evalu-

ated with this data set, although Chapter 5.2.3 suggests that the cape

can exert significant influence on the coastal flow field.

The scallops have been observed to occur in irregularly distri-

buted, long, narrow beds oriented parallel to the coastline (Bullis and

Cummins, 1961). Some beds have been reported off Cape Canaveral which

were more than 800 m long and several hundred meters wide (Roe, et al.,

1971). The beds were reported to be generally elliptical in shape.

From dye observations in the coastal waters off Cape Canaveral, Carter

and Okubo (1965) developed a model for tracer diffusion in a vertically

and horizontally sheared flow which predicts just such elliptically

shaped patches. It would seem likely that the calico scallop larvae

would drift and diffuse in a sheared flow similar to that predicted for

dyes; hence, after setting, narrow elongated beds of adult scallops
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oriented parallel to the flow (alongshore in the mean) would be ex-

pected.

B.2 TeMerature Effects

Temperature has been shown to have a significant effect on calico

scallop reproduction and survival (Waller, 1969). Rising water tempera-

ture is known to trigger spawning. Specifically, Costello, et al.

(1972) induced spawning in laboratory scallops several times in less

than one hour by raising the water temperature from 200C to 250C. It is

still not known whether the effect is primarily dependent on a rapid

temperature change or on the absolute temperature.

The daily mean bottom temperatures at BY1 and BY2 were patched to

provide a continuous record from 27 August 1970 to 24 August 1971. The

relative distribution of the temperature observations (Table B.1) for

the nearly year-long record indicates that the temperature was above

25'C only about 9% of the time, and was above 20*C about 56% of the

year. The minimum survivable temperature for the calico scallop is be-

lieved to be 15*C (G. Miller, personal communication). Results indicate

that the bottom temperature at the biological buoy site never reached

the lethal level; however, 44% of the observations were below the 20'C

level presumed necessary for spawning.

The general depth range for the scallop beds off Cape Canaveral is

about 20 to 60 m. Results from the XBT surveys showed that the meander-

ing of the Florida Current can inject cold offshore water onto the shelf

along the bottom. Figure 4.4 is an example of such an intrusion during

late July 1971. The 15% isotherm intersected the bottom at about 50 m

depth, near the offshore edge of the scallop beds. An even more extreme



TABLE B.1. Percentage distribution of the daily mean bottom temperature observations by temperature
interval for BY1; 27 August 1970 to 24 August 1971.

Temperature
Range 16.0-16.9 117.0-17.9 118.0-18.9 19.0-19.9 21.0-21.9 122.0-22.91 23.0-23.9 124.0-24.91 25.0-25.9 26.0-26.9 >27.

% Observations 3.3 3.9 15.5 21.3 6.9 14.4 12.5 7.2 6.1 4.7 4.2 0.0

Cumlative %
< max. temp. 3.3 7.2 22.7 44.0 51.0 65.4 77.8 85.0 91.1 95.8 100.0 ---
in interval

Cumulative %
> min. temp. 100.0 96.7 92.8 77.3 56.0 49.0 34.6 22.2 15.0 8.9 4.2 0.0
in interval
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case occurred during June 1971, (not shown) when a pool of bottom water

less than 150C existed along XBT Transect 3 from about 40 m to 55 m

depth. Even if lethal temperatures are not reached during such summer

intrusions, the bottom temperature depression is probably sufficient to

preclude spawning. A counter effect to the low bottom temperatures re-

sulting from the intrusions may be that the nutrient concentration over

the shelf is significantly increased. Recently, Atkinson, et al. (1978)

showed that an intrusion of the Gulf Stream onto the shelf near St.

Augustine, Florida coincided with significant increases in nitrate and

chlorophyll concentrations. The bottom layer was found to be so dense

with a bloom of Phaeocystis pouchetti (up to 3.1 X 106 cells/1) that

zooplankton sampling was not possible. Thus, competing influences of

decreasing temperature and increased food supply may complicate any con-

clusions about the individual effect of each on scallop growth rates

from field studies alone.
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Figure C.1. Vertical XBT tem-perature sections, 25-27 January 1971.
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Figure C.2. Vertical XBT temperature sections, 11-12 March 1971.
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Figure C.3. Vertical XBT temperature sections, 15-17 April 1971.
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Figure C.7. Vertical XBT temperature sections, 30-31 August 1971.
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2-3 NOVEMBER 1971
STATION NUMBER

Figure C.8. Vertical XBT temperature sections, 2-3 November 1971.
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Figure C.9. Vertical XBT temperature sections, 1-2 December 1971.
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Appendix D

TABULARIZED DAILY SURF TEMPERATURE
AND

DAILY MEAN BOTTOM TEMPERATURES
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Table 0.1. Daily surf temperature (OC) at Sun Glow Fishing Pier, Daytona

Beach, Florida for 1971.

DAY JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC- - - -

1 16.7 15.6 17.2 16.1 19.4 22.8 25.0 20.0 25.6 25.6 24.4 18.9
2 14.4 12.8 18.3 16.7 20.6 24.4 25.0 21.1 26.7 25.0 23.9 20.0
3 17.2 15.6 18.3 16.1 22.2 23.9 24.4 21.1 27.2 25.6 23.9 18.9
4 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 19.4 24.4 23.9 23.9 26.7 25.6 22.8 17 .8
5 18.3 15.0 16.7 17.8 19.4 24.4 24.4 25.0 27.2 26.7 21.1 19.4
6 18.3 15.0 17.2 16.7 20.0 24.4 25.6 25.0 25.6 27.2 22.2 18.9
7 17.8 15.6 18.3 16.1 20.6 25.6 25.6 26.1 25.6 26.1 22.2 18.3
8 16.7 16.7 17.8 15.0 20.6 22.8 25.0 26.7 27.8 26.1 22.2 18.3
9 16.7 14.4 17.2 16.7 21.1 22.2 25.0 26.7 27.2 26.1 20.6 18.9

10 17 .2 13.9 16.7 17.2 22.2 22.2 25.6 25.6 27.2 26.1 20.6 19.4
11 16.1 13.9 17.2 17 .2 22.8 22.2 24.4 26.7 26.7 24.4 18.3 18.9
12 16.7 15.0 17.2 18.9 22.8 23.3 24.4 27.2 27.2 23.9 18.9 19.4
13 16.7 15.6 18.3 17.8 22.8 22.8 23.9 26.7 26.1 24.4 18.9 18.9
14 16.1 13.9 18.3 17 .8 23.3 23.3 24.4 26.7 26.1 25.0 19.4 20.0
15 17.2 13.9 20.0 18.9 22.2 23.3 24.4 26.7 25.6 25.0 18.9 20.0
16 15.6 14.4 18.9 18.9 21.1 23.3 25.6 26.7 26.1 25.6 20.0 20.6
17 13.9 15.0 18.3 18.9 22.2 23.3 25.0 25.6 25.6 26.1 20.6 20.6
18 14.4 16.1 16.7 18.9 22.2 24.4 24.4 21.1 26.1 25.6 20.6 20.0
19 15.0 16.7 17.8 20.0 22.8 25.6 24.4 22.2 26.1 25.6 21.1 17.8
20 11.1 16.7 16.7 20.0 22.2 25.0 24.4 22.8 26.7 23.3 20.6 18.9
21 12.2 15.6 15.6 18.9 20.0 25.6 22.2 23.9 26.1 23.9 19.4 19.4
22 13.3 16.1 17.8 19.4 22.2 25.6 20.6 22.8 26.1 24.4 18.3 19.4
23 13.3 16.1 16.7 18.9 22.8 25.6 20.6 21.1 27.2 23.9 17.2 18.9
24 15.0 15.6 18.3 18.9 23.3 23.3 20.6 20.6 26.7 23.9 20.0 18.9
25 15.6 15.6 17.8 18.9 21. 7 25.0 20.6 22.8 26.7 24.4 17.8 19.4
26 15.6 16.1 18.3 20.0 20.0 23.3 21.1 22.8 26.7 23.3 16.7 18.3
27 15.6 17 .2 16.7 20.0 20.0 23.3 21.1 24.4 26.7 23.9 18.3 18.9
28 12.8 17.8 18.3 20.0 20.0 24.4 20.0 23.3 26.7 23.3 18.3 18.9
29 13.3 17.8 20.0 20.0 25.6 20.0 24.4 26.1 23.9 18.3 18.3
30 14.4 16.7 20.6 21.1 25.0 20.0 25.6 25.0 23.9 19.4 18.3
31 15.0 16.1 22.8 20.0 25.6 23.9 19.4
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Table D.2. Daily mean bottom temperatures (OC) at BYI for 1970. Missing data
are due to instrument loss or malfunction.

M 0 N T H

DAY MAR APR MAY JUN

1 18.0 19.2 23.3
2 18.5 19.4 24.3
3 18.3 19.3 24.5
4 18.5 20.5 23.1
5 18.2 20.9 22.8
6 18.1 20.7 22.6
7 18.0 21.0 22.8
8 18.2 20.9 22.8
9 18.3 21.5 23.5
10 18.2 22.3 24.0
11 18.5 21.9 23.7
12 18.1 22.4 23.9
13 18.2 21.5 23.7
14 18.3 21.2 23.9
15 18.4 20.8 24.6
16 19.1 20.6 24.6
17 19.5 20.6 24.9
18 19.8 21.0 24.9
19 19.6 21.8 25.0
20 20.2 21.4 25.2
21 20.1 21.4 25.5
22 20.1 21.5 25.6
23 19.6 21.4 24.8
24 19.2 22.0 24.8
25 19.4 22.7 24.6
26 19.2 23.4 23.3
27 19.4 22.9 21.4
28 18.2 19.4 22.7 21.6
29 18.1 19.3 23.2 25.4
30 18.3 19.5 23.4 25.5
31 18.1 23.3

1 9 7 0

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

25.6 21.9 25.9 24.1 18.6
25.7 21.8 25.8 23.6 18.6
25.5 21.7 25.9 23.6 18.7
25.9 21.8 26.1 23.5 18.8
25.4 22.8 26.1 22.8 19.0
23.4 22.9 26.4 22.5 19.0
23.1 22.9 26.4 22.3 19.0
22.8 23.1 26.2 22.1 19.1
22.8 23.0 26.1 22.1 18.9
22.7 23.2 26.2 22.0 18.9
22.9 23.6 26.3 22.3 19.0
21.8 23.7 26.4 23.7 19.1
20.7 23.6 26.6 22.7 19.0
21.8 23.7 26.6 22.7 19.0
22.6 23.7 26.7 22.4 19.1

23.7 26.9 22.7 19.0
24.1 26.8 22.5 19.0
24.0 26.1 22.0 19.0
24.5 25.9 22.0 19.0
24.8 25.5 21.9 19.0
25.1 25.3 21.8 19.0
25.1 25.2 21.7 20.7
25.7 25.1 21.8 20.7
25.7 25.0 21.7 21.3
25.6 25.2 20.8 22.4
24.8 24.9 19.5 22.9

23.5 24.7 24.7 18.9 22.5
22.9 25.9 24.3 18.7 21.8
22.8 26.3 24.2 18.4 21.0
22.3 25.8 24.3 18.3 21.1
21.9 24.5 20.8
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Table D.3. Daily mean bottom temperatures (OC) at BY1 for 1971. Missing
data are due to instrument loss or malfunction.

M 0 N T H 1 9 7 1

DAY JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG

1 20.1 18.3 20.9 18.6 20.2 23.1 18.3
2 19.9 18.8 21.1 19.0 20.7 22.5 18.4
3 19.8 18.4 21.4 19.0 20.9 21.5 19.3
4 19.9 19.0 21.2 19.0 21.4 23.8 19.8
5 19.9 19.0 21.1 18.9 21.3 24.3 19.4
6 19.9 18.5 20.3 18.8 21.3 24.3 20.9
7 20.1 18.7 20.4 18.6 21.5 24.3 21.2
8 20.0 19.1 19.9 18.7 22.1 24.1 22.1
9 19.6 18.9 19.8 19.1 22.0 23.9 23.5
10 19.1 18.4 19.5 19.4 21.2 23.2 23.7
11 19.0 18.1 19.2 19.3 20.7 21.6 22.5
12 19.0 17.9 19.2 19.5 20.6 20.5 22.2
13 19.3 17.9 19.3 19.9 21.4 20.8 22.2
14 19.9 16.9 19.4 19.8 21.4 21.7 22.5
15 19.6 16.3 19.3 19.8 19.6 21.7 22.3
16 19.9 16.4 19.3 20.0 18.1 21.9 22.8
17 19.8 16.4 19.5 20.2 17.7 21.7 22.2
18 18.7 16.6 19.4 19.4 17.7 21.4 21.4
19 18.2 16.7 19.4 19.1 17.7 21.5 21.0
20 17.9 16.6 19.1 - 17.4 22.5 20.9
21 17.0 17.4 19.0 18.6 17.6 21.6 21.0
22 16.8 16.9 19.7 18.9 18.3 21.1 21.1
23 16.7 17.7 19.3 19.2 21.7
24 16.9 18.2 19.4 18.5 21.7
25 16.8 19.0 19.3 18.4 21.3
26 17.6 19.6 19.5 18.7 20.7
27 17.9 20.6 18.8 18.8 21.5 19.9
28 18.3 20.9 18.6 18.9 21.1 19.1
29 18.6 18.8 18.8 22.4 18.5
30 19.3 18.9 18.8 23.1 18.1
31 19.0 18.5 18.2
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Table 0.4. Daily mean bottom temperatures (OC) at BY2 for 1970 and 1971.
Missing data are due to instrument loss or malfunction.

1 9 7 0 M 0 NTH 1 9 7 1

DAY NOV DEe JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JVL Ave- - -
1 19.5 20.4 19.3 19.5 21.1 19.9 17.9
2 19.2 20.7 20.6 21.4 21.4 19.9 18.3
3 18.9 20.6 20.7 21.5 21. 5 19.3 19.0
4 18.9 20.7 20.5 22.0 21.7 19.0 18.2
5 20.3 21. 3 20.4 22.0 21.9 20.6 18.4
6 21.0 20.6 20.3 22.0 22.5 22.5 18.7
7 20.7 20.8 20.2 21. 7 22.9 22.8 18.3
8 19.6 20.5 20.4 21.4 22.3 22.9 18.8
9 19.6 20.5 20.3 20.6 22.0 22.3 19.3

10 19.7 19.9 20.5 20.4 21.9 21.1 20.8
11 20.0 19 .8 20.4 20.3 22.0 20.5 20.6
12 22.7 20.0 20.1 20.3 20.2 22.9 19.4 21.0
13 23.3 19.9 21.2 20.2 20.9 23.9 20.5 21.4
14 22.9 20.4 21.8 20.5 18.4 23.4 20.6 21.8
15 23.2 19.4 21.5 19.5 17.5 22.9 19.5 21.0
16 22.7 19.3 21.1 19.4 17.2 22.9 19.8 22.0
17 22.8 19.1 20.5 19.9 19.3 17.1 23.0 19.8 21.1
18 22.4 18.9 20.4 19.3 18.8 16.9 23.5 19.8 20.3
19 21. 7 19.3 20.1 19.5 18.1 16.9 23.9 20.2 20.3
20 21.9 21. 3 18.8 21.0 18.2 17.0 24.0 20.9 20.2
21 23.3 23.1 18.2 19.3 19.2 17.0 24.6 19.7 20.2
22 22.5 22.9 19.0 19.2 18.8 17.3 24.8 17.4 20.6
23 21. 7 22.9 19.1 18.2 18.0 24.9 16.8 19.8
24 21. 3 23.4 18.6 17.9 18.0 24.4 17.1 18.9
25 20.4 22.9 19.6 18.0 18.2 22.9 17.8
26 19.8 22.7 19.6 18.0 18.3 21. 7 18.0
27 19.6 22 .1 19.4 18.0 18.5 19.8 17.8
28 19.8 21.8 19.2 18.1 18.8 19.5 17.2
29 20.7 21.8 19.4 18.3 19.0 19.5 17.4
30 19.9 21. 5 19.4 18.4 19.8 19.8 17.2
31 21.1 19.2 20.7 17.1
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Table D.5. Daily mean bottom temperatures ('C) at CM1 and CM2 during
June, July, 1971.

DATE CM11 CM2

June 26 18.3 15.8
27 17.9 16.0
28 17.7 17.1
29 17.0 18.7
30 18.1 18.0

July 1 18.7 16.1
2 18.7 15.5
3 18.1 14.4
4 19.0 15.5
5 22.2 16.4
6 21.7 15.7
7 21.6 16.6
8 21.1 18.0
9 19.6 17.7
10 18.1 18.1
11 18.9 21.1
12 20.5 21.4
13 21.7 19.6
14 21.6 18.3
15 21.8 16.1
16 21.8 15.4
17 21.8 14.5
18 21.9 15.1
19 21.2 15.6
20 20.2 12.6
21 19.1 12.0
22 18.8 14.5
23 17.2 18.2
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